Guelph Business Directory
The attention of the O. A. C. and Macdonald Students is drawn to the
following Directory of Guelph Business and Professional men.
Their adver¬
tisements help to make your magazine a success.
They carry the best goods
and give the best service you can obtain.
It is only fair that you patronize
them.
Bakeries—

Brown’s Bakery
Robinson’s Bakery

Cigar Stores—

Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Daly

Ranks-—

Dominion Bank
Guelph and Ontario Investment
and Savings Society.
The Royal Bank

Caterers—

The Kandy Kitchen
Geo. Williams

Barbers-—

College Barber Shop
Battery. Service-

City Battery Service

Cleaners

and

Pressers—

W. V. Bagg
S. J. Wimpenny
Pearl Laundry

Bicycles—

M. J. Brown
Book Stores—

C. Anderson & Co.

Confectionery—

Geo. Williams
Robinson’s Bakery

Bookbinding——

Burnell’s
Boots and Shoes—

Cosford’s Shoe Store
J. D. McArthur
Thurston’s
Agnew’s
Cafes—

Dominion Cafe
Central Cafe
College Cafeteria

Clothiers and Wurnishings—

Rollie Hewer
D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Ltd.
Powell’s
R. S. Cull
Cole Bros. & Scott
Keleher & Hendlev
W. V. Baggs
S. J. Wimpenny
Miller Wallace

Dentists—

Candy, Ice Cream, Hot Drinks—The Kandy Kitchen
The Peacock Candy Shop
Murphy & Cartledge
Russell Daly

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

M. J. Rudell
G. P. Britton
D. M. Foster
Ross H. Wing
L. A. Garvey

You will be doing the Review a service if you tell these people you have
read their advertisement.
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Milk is Free From Contamination
in a Concrete Milkhouse
A small milkhouse, separated from the dairy barn, is one of the first
essentials of progressive dairying.
Built of concrete, it is permanent and easy
to keep in a clean and sanitary condition.
Such a housing is bound to add to
the quality of milk production and increase its selling value.
The following
table shows how simple the construction of a concrete milk house really is:

RECTANGULAR MILKHOUSE
CONCRETE MIXTURES

y2

Foundation and footing .1 : 2
: 4
Floor. 1 : 2
: 4
Cooling Tank .1 : 2
: 3
Mortar .
1 : 3

MATERIALS REQUIRED
(Estimate based on foundation wall extending 3 feet below grade)
Cement. 44 sacks
^aiid.4 cubic yards
Pebbles or broken stone.5 i£ cubic yards
Concrete block, 8x8 by 16.3 53
Reinforcing Steel.137 feet % inch rods
Write to-day for literature about concrete on the farm

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
CANADA CEMENT COMPANY BUILDING
PHILLIPS SQUARE
MONTREAL
Montreal

Toronto

Sales Offices at:
Winnipeg

CANADA CEMENT

CONCRETE

FOR PERMANENCE

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering' Advertisements
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Agricultural Politics in Canada
are given unusual treatment in

A History of Farmers’ Movements in Canada
By Louis Aubrey Wood, Ph. D«
ITH the study of Agriculture naturally goes a study of the
doings of agriculturists. This volume gives a comprehen¬
sive treatment of the remarkable series of farmers’ move¬
ments occurring in Canada since 1872, and shows their effect on
the social, economic and political life of the country. Dr. Wood’s
aim has been to show Canadian farmers struggling through organiz¬
ation toward self-expression and toward an adequate defence of
their industry. Particular attention is given to the farmers’ plunge
into politics in the several provinces as well as in the Federal arena.
400 pages. $2.50.
Get It Through the College Bureau

THE RYERSON PRESS
Publishers
TORONTO

CANADA

Vs.
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Chilean Nitrate of Soda
Tbe Fertilizer that furnishes Nitrogen
In the Immediately Available Nitrate Form

Where for over twenty years discrim¬
inating

students

have

been

photo¬

graphed.
Portraits easily solve the Christmas
Gift

problem,

and

someone,

some¬

where wants your photograph.
PRICES

REDUCED

TO

STUDENTS

Phone 498 to-day for an appointment

The Kennedy Studio

“WAITED THIRTY YEARS FOR
TREES TO BEAR—NITRATE
GAVE RESULTS”
is the title of a new publication con¬
taining press reports on the merits of
Nitrate of Soda. Among other publi¬
cations, which may be obtained free,
on request, are:
The Chilean Nitrate Industry
Chilean Nitrate of Soda—Some Re¬
sults from its Use
Fertilizers in the Orchards
Nitrate Note Book—A Handy Refer¬
ence Book
Nitrate of Soda for the Home Garden
List of Dealers in Chilean Nitrate of
Soda

Chilean Nitrate Committee
(Dominion Delegate: B. Leslie Emslie

Makers of Portraits That Please

Member of the

C.S.T.A.)

Reford Building, Toronto.

sure: ir you use:

KRESO JD1R N? t
HOW MANY,MANY TIMES YOU NEED SOMETHING
OF THIS KIND, ^ TO KILL LICE ON A COLT OR CALF,
TO TREAT A CASE OF MANGE OR RINGWORM,TO
< WASH OUT A CUT OR A SCRATCH, TO ^DISINFECT
A WOUND OR A RUNNING SORE OR GALL*
HOW OFTEN YOU COULD MAKE GOOD USE-OF
imp >
RELIABLE ANTISEPTIC IF YOU ONLY HAD IT. /SGMMNiEM

KEEP KRESO DIP N?l ON HAND/
YOU WILL FIND IT THE BEST KIND OF
'INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS FROM PARASITES AND DISEASE.

ITS A REAL NECESSITY ON EVERY FARM.J
THERE IS ALWAYS GOOD MONEY IN HEALTHY, THRIFTY, WELL KEPT
> STOCK. LOUSY, MANGY, DIRTV, NEGLECTED ANIMALS
/ ARE A LOSING GAME ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE .
USE A GOOD DIP AND YOU WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KINO
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT JF YOU USE KRESO DIP NO.Ii
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Manufactured by Parke,Davis & Co.,Waikerville, Ont.
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ALWAYS AHEAD!
McCormick-Deering machines seek always to be ahead of the
times. It is the business of International Harvester inventors and

engineers, trained in the field and helped by the experience of 94
years of farm-equipment progress, to equip the farmer with timeand-labor-saving, yield-increasing, money-making farm machines.
To-day, McCormick-Deering agents are providing the farmer
with 2 and 3-furrow plows, 2 row cultivators, 10 ft. binders, to cut
and thresh at one operation, pickers to pick and husk corn, big-scale
hay-harvesting tools, feed grinders for economical feeding, huskers
and shredders, shelters, and a long list of other efficient machines
bearing the old dependable name, “McCormick-Deering
These

wonderful machines are made for tractor power.
McCormick-Deering Tractors have opened the way to wonderful de¬
velopments in modern farming. They are not only perfected for
draw-bar and belt work but they have shown the way to power take¬
off operation by which the tractor engine runs the mechanism of
field machines, relieving the bull wheel of its heavy load, doing
away with slipping and clogging, and increasing efficiency.
McCormick-Deering machines and power make the combination for
profit. Together they will lead the way to prosperity during the
year 1926.

International Harvester Company
of Canada ltd.
HAMILTON

CANADA

Western Branches—Brandon, Winnipeg, Man.; Calgary, (Edmonton, Lethbridge,
Alta.; Estevan, N. Battleford, Regina, Saskatoon Yorkton, Sask.
Eastern Branches—Hamilton, London, Ottawa, Ont.; Montreal, Quebec, Oue.;
St. John, N.B.

McCORMICKDEERING
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering- Advertisements
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3lust a Utah
Here’s a Merry Christmas to all.
To those who are grief-stricken to-day, may
their grief be no harder than they can bear! To
those in the peril of sickness, may this day be a
turning point for better health. May those blest
with riches know the delight of haying bestowed
comfort and cheer upon their less fortunate
neighbors. May those in poverty and distress
be enabled to feel the thrill of the true Christmas
spirit and enjoy, above all, the knowledge that
the world is a bright place and that its people
are not unthoughtful and not unwilling to share
the joy and good will that this day signifies.
May there be no broken hearts; no sorrow¬
ing mothers; no grieving wives; no weeping
children. In a word, we wish everyone a Merry
Christmas in all that the day and the phrase
typify.
Edgar A. Guest.

0
V
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The Christmas Ghost
By Stephen Leacock

Do you mind if I sit here and haunt you for a while?”
eiBy all means,” I said, (Cplease do.”

r_ri HE other night I was sitting up

I was thinking of the old stage coach

late,—away after nine o’clock,—

on the snowy road with its roof piled

thinking

high with Christmas

about

Christmas

be¬

turkeys

and

a

cause it was getting near at ha.nd. And

rosy-faced “guard” blowing on a Key-

like everybody else who muses on that

bugle and the passengers getting down

subject, I was thinking of

great

every mile or so at a crooked inn to

changes that have taken place in regard

drink hot spiced ale,—and I was com¬

to

paring all that wdth the upper

Christmas.

I

was

the

contrasting

Christmas in the old country house of
a century ago, with the fires roaring up
the

chimneys,

and Christmas

in

modern apartment on the ninth

the

berth

No. 6, car 220, train No. 53.
I was thinking of the Christmas lands¬
cape of long ago when

night

settled

floor

down upon it with the twinkle of light

with the gasoline generator turned on
for the maid’s bath.

from the houses miles apart among the
spruce trees, and contrasting the scene
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with the glare of motor lights upon the
highway of to-day.

I was thinking of

the lonely highwayman shivering round

haunt you for a while?”
“By all means,” I said, “please do.”
“Thanks,” he answered,
had

the poor fellow’s efforts with the high

years and years.

This is Christmas eve,

class bandits of to-day blowing

isn’t it?” * "

, r.

a

decent

to

haven’t

with his clumsy pistols, and comparing
up

anything

“I

work on for

steel express car with nitroglycerine and

“Yes,” I said,- “Christmas eve.”

disappearing in a roar of gasoline

“Used to be my busiest night,”

ex¬

plosions.

ghost complained, “best night

yesterday and

I

.“would you believe it!

was 1 contrasting"

to-day. ^ How

whole yesterday

seemed

the

whole year.—and now,—say,” he said,

An Interruption.
In other words,

of

the

all

I went

down

this evening to that dinner dance they

on

the

have at the Ritz Carlton - and I thought

to

the

I’d haunt it,—thought I’d

stand

be¬

hind one of the tables as a silent spectre,

good.
Nor was it only the warmth and ro¬
mance and .snugness of the old Christ¬
mas that seemed superior to our days,
but Christmas carried with it then

a

the way I used to in King George Ill’s
time—”

.

"‘Well?” I said.
“They put

me

out!”

groaned

the

special kind of thrill * with

its

queer

ghost, ‘“the head waiter came up to me

terrors, its empty

its

lonely

and

that

stood

heaths,

graveyards, and its house
alone in a wood, haunted.

spectres

Not so very long ago there
Christmas

story

or
Christmas
adventure
without
ghost in it, whereas nowadays,—

a

room

silent

. I was

ou seem,” I said, “rather down on
your luck?”
‘‘Can you wonder?” said the ghost,
and another

And just at that moment I looked and
saw that there was a ghost in the room.
I can’t

the dining

allow

What Then—And Now?

seems to be dying out of our Christmas
decent

in

didn’t

He groaned again.

me how completely the ghost business

couldn't be a

they

put out.”

And thinking of that it occurred to

literature.

said

down him.
Talk of

shiver

rippled

up

and

“I can’t get anything to do.

the unemployed,—listen!”

he

imagine how he got in,

but

v ent on, speaking with something like

there he was, sitting in the other

easy

animation, "let me tell you the storv of
my life—”

chair in the dark corner awav from the
*

firelight.

He had on my own dressing

gown and one saw but little of his face.
“Are you a ghost?” I asked.
he said, ‘‘worse luck, I am.”

“Yes,”

I noticed as he spoke that he seemed
to wave and shiver as if he were made
I couldn’t help but pity the

poor fellow, he seemed so immaterial.
”Do you mind,” he went on, in

‘“I 11 try. A hundred years ago,—”
“Ah, I say!” I protested.
I committed a terrible
murder on the highway,—”

Once Busiest Night

of smoke.

Can you make it short?” I said.

the

same dejected tone,“ if I sit here and

crime,

a

“You’d get six months for that now¬
adays,” I said.
I was never detected.
man was hanged.
rest.

An innocent

I died but I couldn’t

I haunted the house beside

the

highway where the murder had been
done.

It had happened on

Christmas

123
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eve and so, every year on that night,—”
“I know/’ I interrupted, ‘‘you

were

member how little children used to live
in terror of ghosts , and see

in

a

chain

and

the dark corners of

moaning and that sort of

thing;

I’ve

Well, I admit it was. a low down thing

heard dragging

round

their

them

bedrooms ?

to do, but I tried that.”

often read about it.”

“And it didn’t work ?”

No Setting for the Act.

‘‘Work! I should say not.

u Precisely,” said the ghost, ‘‘and for

I went one

night to a bedroom where a couple

of

about eighty years it worked out

ad¬

little boys were sleeping and I started in

mirably.

the

with a few groans and then half mater¬

.

;

People
■

i

became

afraid,

.

.

‘V

house was deserted, trees

and

shrubs

ialized myself, so that I could just

be

grew thick around it, the wind whistled

seen.

through its empty

its

and nudged the other and said, ‘Say! I

broken windows, and at night the lonely

do believe there’s a ghost in the room!’

wayfarer

And the other

went

chimneys

shuddering

and
past

and

One of the kids sat up in bed

said,

‘Hold

on;

heard with terror the sound of a cry

scare him.

scarce human, while a cold sweat—”

see if it’ll go right through him.’

‘‘Quite so,” I said, “a cold sweat. And

Let’s get the radio set and

“They both hopped out of

bed

as

brisk-as bees and one called downstairs,

what next?”
‘‘The days of the motor car came and
they paved the highway

and ~ knocked

down the house and built a big garage
there, with electricity as bright as day.
You can’t haunt a garage, can you?

I

tried to stick on and do a little groan¬
ing, but nobody seemed to pay any at¬
tention;

don’t

and anyway,

about the gasoline.

I

got

‘Dad, we’ve got a ghost up here!

We

don’t know whether he’s juist an emana¬
tion or partially material.

We’re going

to stick radio into him,—’

Believe me,”

continued, the ghost, “that
wanted to hear.

was

all

I

Electricity just knocks

me edgeways.”

nervous

Infringing the Rules

I’m too immaterial

to be round where there is gasoline.

A

‘‘He might,” I said, “so what happen¬
ed?”
‘‘Well, one day somebody in the gar¬
a

monkey wrench at me and told me to
get to H— out of that garage.
went.”

Then he went on.

“Well, its been like that ever since,—

fellow would blow up, wouldn’t he?”

age actually saw me and he threw

He shuddered.

So I

nowhere to go and nothing to haunt. I’ve
tried all the big hotels, railway stations,
everywhere.

Once I tried to haunt

a

Pullman car, but I had hardly started
before I

observed a notice,

‘Quiet

is

requested for those already retired1, and
I had to quit.’”
“Well, then,” I said, ‘‘why don’t you
just get immaterial or

Two Brisk Youngsters

dematerial

or

whatever you call it, and keep so? Why
“And after that?”
‘‘I

haunted

not go away wherever you belong and

round; I’ve

kept

on

haunting round, but it’s no good, there’s
nothing in
tried it all.

it.

Houses,

hotels,

I’ve

Once I thought that if I

stay there?”
“That’s

the

worst of it,”

answered

the ghost, ‘‘they won’t let us. They haul
us back.

These spiritualists have learn¬

couldn’t make a hit any other way, at

ed the trick of it and they just summon

least I could haunt children.

us up any time they like.

You re¬

They get a
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dollar apiece for

each

materialization,

fun, I call it—I’d like to—like to—
But his voice trailed off. He seemed

but what do we get?55

to collapse as he sat and my dressing

A Professional Entertainer.

gown fell on the floor.

The ghost paused, and a sort of spasm

moment I heard the

And at that

ringing

of

the

went all through him.

“Gol darn it,”

bells that meant it was Christmas mid¬

he exclaimed, “they’re

at

night, and I knew that the poor fellow

There’s a group of

fools

me

now.

somewhere

had been dragged off to work .

sitting round a table at a Christmas eve
party and they’re calling up a

ghost

just- for fun,—a darned poor notion of

(Copyright,

1924,

by

Metropolitan

Newspaper Service, New York.) .
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The Town-Country Community
By Dr. G. I. Christie
Director of The Purdue University Agricultural Experiment Station and the Depart¬
ment of Agricultural Extension, Lafayette, Indiana.

i

HOUSE divided against itself shall not stand,” is a
maxim as applicable to
present day conditions as it was in
the age when spoken. This applies
not only to the individual home, but
to organized groups and the commun¬
ity, which is really nothing more
than a family of families.
Not long ago I was asked to talk
to a Kiwanis Club in an Indiana
county seat town of perhaps 3,000
population—-let’s call it Jonestown—
on
co-operation
and
how
the
country and town could work to¬
gether. Going into the town, I saw
a signboard at the corporation lim¬
its saying, “Welcome to Jonestown”,
on the one side, and on the other
side, “Thanks. Come again.” I be¬
gan my talk by asking -these men
why that sign had been placed at
the edge of their town.
“Just
whom are you welcoming, since
your town isn’t on a tourist high¬
way?” There is an imaginary line
for corporation and tax paying pur¬
poses. But that isn’t the edge of
the community.
“The limit of this community is
down the line of that road past the
signboard to the last farmer who
comes here to buy, sell, borrow mon¬
ey, bring his children to school, see
a movie, pay his taxes, or to wor¬
ship. Take other roads in opposite
directions and you won’t come to
the edge of the community until you
reach the last farm that looks to
this town for business, amusement,
4

A

and social life.
“All these farm families belong to
this community and are a part of
it, just as much as you who open
your stores or offices on Main street
each morning. These people de¬
termine whether your business will
be prosperous or not.
“These folks have a vital interest
in this town. They are concerned
not only with the stores, banks, el¬
evators, and churches, but with the
movies, pool rooms and dance halls.
Their families come here for bus¬
iness, education and amusement.
They are deeply interested in the
moral atmosphere. They should join
with the business men in making
this the best community in the
land.”
From the standpoint of the farm¬
er, we cannot think of country life
and living without including the
town where he trades, goes to
church and often sends his children
to school. You cannot divorce the
village or town from the country. It
is a part of the rural, social and
business world. There must be ab¬
solute confidence between the town
and country if a wholesome com¬
munity atmosphere is to be built up.
Towns are fundamental, and an
integral part of agriculture.
The
town exists to serve the farmer and
the farmer finds the town necessary
for his living and business. If the
farmer thinks that the banker is
charging excessive rates, the mer¬
chant is cheating him to pay for a
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fine house, the grain dealer is a
scalawag who robs him —how can
he and the business men belong to
the same community? This relat¬
ionship should be better understood
both by town and country. There
must be closer cooperation between
the two, and joint community pride
in affairs of both if1 permanent pro¬
grams
of community betterment
are to be carried out successfully.
Suitable, comfortable headquart¬
ers for farmers and their families is
an urgent need in many towns. The
lack of such accommodations has
often resulted in embarrassment
and misunderstanding. Many towns
and cities are realizing this need
and are meeting it in an adequate
way by establishing club houses and
specially fitted lounging and rest
rooms.
In Seymour, Indiana, a leading,
enterprising citizen set aside money
to build and maintain a farmers’
club. In this building there are
nursery and play rooms with a nurse
in charge, a lounge, library, fully
equipped kitchen, and toilet facili¬
ties. It is a place for farmers and
their families to meet when they
come to town.
It isn’t necessary to have a club
as pretentious as this one in every
town, but some kind of headquart¬
ers for the farmers. and their fam¬
ilies are essential in every town. In
many places the club or headquart¬
ers could be financed and establish¬
ed as a community enterprise.
Such a club or headquarters with
committee rooms and conference
-

- —

hall does much to tie the town and
country together in a closer way,
and is a real business asset to any
community.
In the new court house at Hunt¬
ington, Indiana, a large corner
room, well lighted, arranged, and
equipped in an attractive way, has
been made into a rest room for wo¬
men. It offers quite a contrast to
the dark, dingy rooms so often us¬
ed for rest' rooms in court houses,
and is greatly enjoyed and ap¬
preciated by the farm women when
they come to town. Here you will
find women holding committee
meetings, visiting, or just resting in
comfortable chairs while they wait
for the men.
From many quarters we hear the
demand for a square deal. It is
intimated that some one is taking an
unfair advantage. If there be any
such in any organization or com¬
munity they should be ferreted out
and the evil corrected.
At this time each one of us can
afford to think seriously and act on
the following words:
“The world is a great mirror
which truly reflects the thoughts,
acts and ambitions of every in¬
dividual.
“Let no one cloud his vision,
poison his mind and dw'arf his soul
with the false imagination that the
world is not giving him a square
deal.
“The only way to avoid getting a
square deal from the world is to not
give to the world a square deal
yourself.”
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The Skin a Woman Loves to Touch
By J. Walter Jones, ’09, Charlottetown, P. E. I.

A Characteristic Pose.
The Silver Fox skin is in great de¬
mand, because no other is of such
suitable size, depth of fur, color and
general comeliness. It accentuates the
wearer’s natural charm. Worn usually
single, as a neckpiece, or carried on the
arm, it vies 'with the rarest jewTelry.
It’s comparative rarity also makes it
more valuable. Imitations are not suc¬
cessful and are easily detected. It is
peculiarly adapted for motoring to en¬
hance the wearer’s beauty and to pro¬
tect the throat from cold, but the latter
is usually a secondary consideration.
There are several animal skins be¬
sides the Silver Fox that-furnish rare
and rich apparel for women, and even
men’s wear. Most of these gain their
value principally on account of their
rarity. The Sea Otter realizes fabulous
prices as very few are taken. Russian
Sables are also extremely rare, and the
finest of these, from certain Eastern
Siberian districts, sell for higher prices
than Silver Fox, considering their size.
Broadtail, which is the matched skins
of prematurely-born lambs of the Kara¬
kul Sheep, whose habitat is West Turke¬

stan, is rare and costly. Real Chin¬
chillas, a rat-like animal in South Am¬
erica, furnishes a beautiful and costly
rare skin, and is the basis of many
imitations of furriers and rabbit fan¬
ciers. Sealskin, the dyed and prepared
skin of the Alaska Seal, whose existence
is now fostered by the United States,
British and Japanese Governments, is
costly, and is the standard of perfec¬
tion for the dyeing of clipped muskrat
skins, which finally become ‘ ‘ Hudson
Seal” to the trade and buying public.
When Skunks, which produce magni¬
ficent black fur, are to be worn, a nicer
name must be used by the trade, so they
become “Alaska Sables.” And when
someone fixes up French Rabbit skins to
resemble Hudson Seal, he calls it “Elec¬
tric Seal” or “French Seal” or “Baltic
Seal, ’ and undersells the Hudson Seal.
It is hardly probable that any of the
above-mentioned rare skins would be as
popular as Silver Fox, were it not for
their rarity. They are not as adapt¬
able for general use as fox fur.
The
general adaptability of the single piece
neck scarf is the chief reason for the
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The

absence of currency, bartering was per¬

out of door life of modern women de¬

formed by the naming of Beaver skins

mands

as a medium of exchange.

continued high price of fox pelts.
such an adornment-,

and the

The trap¬

old-fashioned woollen scarf would not

pers and hunters were fortunate when

do.

the rare Silver or the Cross Fox was

While it must he considered that the

captured, and they often tried to catch,

0. A. C. Review is not a fashion maga¬

“out of season," Cross and Silver Foxes

zine, yet a few observations

and rear them until they were '' prime

on the

general appearance of modern women

in November or December.

may not be amiss and may explain in

of spring caught vixens having young

part the craze‘for Silver Fox farming,

in captivity as early as the 80’s are

which now shakes America and Europe.

known, and attempts to rear young in

Consider the out-of-door woman.

The

captivity were continually being made.

middle portions of her body are warm¬

About the beginning of this century

ly clad, while the extremities are al¬

success was achieved in woven wire

most nude.

enclosures in a wooded area, with hol¬

In manv instances most of
«/

Instances

the hair formerly worn in full length,

low logs for dens.

is removed.

modern den was achieved by insulating

So why not hide a beauti¬

Shortly after the

ful face nestling in a deep furred skin

the breeding den with air spaces.

of a neutral color?

1909 the general public learned of the

Would a flat-furred

Brown Mink skin do?
Fox do?

Would a Red

Would a Moleskin do?

In

success of four ranchers on Prince Ed¬

Any

ward Island, and by 1912 sales were

good dresser would quickly tell you

becoming general and prices of foun¬

that over 95 per cent, of women could

dation stock advanced to high levels.

not wear these on account

of color,

Promoters scoured everywhere for wild

characteristic.

stock, and thousands of comparatively

But they would quickly tell you also

useless animals were penned and sold.

that a Silver or Black Fox skin is be¬

The war had a purging effect on the

coming to more than 95 per cent, of the

industry, as for several years fox farm¬

women.

ers existed only by the sale of skins.

flatness or some

other

If Skunk skin were used as a neck¬
piece it could hardly gain in favor.

In

A

Fur Sales Board was established about
this time and an average of five hun¬

the first place it is cheap and has a

dred dollars a pelt was obtained.

mean name and an odour (it is said) in

sale of pelts for several years continued

damp

no

and a period of reconstruction began.

distinguishing tail, or plume, like a Sil¬

As soon as the war was over the sale

ver Fox, and can have no head because

of the more valuable blood lines for

it is made of several skins.

breeding purposes began again and has

weather.

Secondly, it

Evidently nothing will

has

please

The

the

continued until the present, when there

women but Silver Fox when it- comes

are, it is estimated, more than 100,000

to a choice of neckpieces, and this point

Silver Foxes in captivity.

being

of

useless to affirm that the breeding of

ways and means of producing the skins

all these foxes will prove a profitable

is in order.

venture.

established, a consideration

It was the search for skins that led
to the

discovery

of man}^

parts

of

America, and, in many cases, in the

Most of the

It would be

breeders

will

eventually be disappointed

in results.

We believe that not more

than

ten

thousand domestic foxes carry blood
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lines good enough and are in good
enough breeder’s hands to make much
money for the owners. But, of course,
owners will get experience in handling
and eventually evolve a good line of
stock in many instances.
Anyone can build a pen and a den, or
buy them ready-made, so that no des¬
cription of them seems to be necessary.
But the handling of foxes from a hy¬
gienic standpoint is not easy for a be¬
ginner. Disease is rare, but parasites
are common. Fleas, round worms, hook
worms, bug worms, lice- mites, all de¬
mand skilled treatment and as a safe¬
guard to the industry the Dominion
Government has provided a pathologist
who specializes in parasites and dis¬
eases of the fox. They have also es¬
tablished an experiment station which
studies nutritional problems, and can
recommend proper rations for health
and finishing for fur.
Much good has been done in deter¬
mining the best blood lines by the re¬
gistration of foxes. A complete system
of inspection before registration is now
in force and a breeder cannot retain
registered foxes unless all foxes on his
premises conform to a certain standard
which is raised
annually.
Private
systems of scoring have been inaugur¬
ated and have done much good. Fox ex¬
hibitions are held and the best animals,
laid side by side on tables are discover¬
ed. The Royal Live Stock Show at
Toronto in November has about sixteen
fox classes and several hundreds of
foxes are shown.
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Foxes are “Black,” “Dark Silver,”
“Medium Silver,” or “Pale Silver.”
The awards at Fox Shows are made by
comparison, as with other live stock.
In judging by score card the following
points are considered:
General Appearance.
Texture.
Guard Hair.
Under Fur.
Brush or Plume.
Conformation.
Size.
The Silver and Black Fox is merely
a color phase of the ordinary Red Fox.
To those who understand Mendel’s
Law it may be explained that the black
color is recessive to the red. Formerly
many
*/ Black and Silver Foxes were
bred from reds following Mendel’s Law
of Heredity. The practice is now un¬
profitable, as registration of any new
blood lines will not now be admitted by
the Canadian Fox Breeders’ Associa¬
tion.
The dog and then the horse were the
first domesticated animals—one for a
companion, the other for transporta¬
tion purposes.
Modern civilization
caused the domestication of the fox,
for what?
Hardlv for any of the
primary needs classified as food, shel¬
ter, clothing and medicines, of which
students learn in classes in Economics,
but for the frivolous requirements of
old Dame Fashion. Will she keep her
hands off the other fur-bearers she
may want to be domesticated later on"?
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Why An Agronomist?
Address of E. A. Howes, Dean of Agriculture, University of Alberta, Edmon¬
ton, given cn Friday Evening, Nov. 13th, 1925, before the Agronomy
Club, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph.
{ { T FEEL sure that many of you
have felt considerable doubt
as to the significance of the
title of my address to you this evening
—well, doubt is the beginning of wis¬
dom. When asked for the name of my
subject I determined to submit for your
consideration a prayer which tradition
tells us was affirmatively answered for
the Scotts, and may presumably be so
answered for us: “Lord gie us a gude
conceit o’ oursels.” As the surest an¬
swer to prayer is found in work I have
undertaken the congenial task of at¬
tempting to secure a favorable reply
to this prayer.
It is perhaps unnecessary to offer
an explanation when I tell you that I
am going to take you, for a short period,
back to the early days in the history of
your profession among the Englishspeaking peoples. I know there are
many who affect to scoff at history,
and there may be an odd individual
even in this audience who would take
the matter lightly, so I am constrained
to say that he who ignores history must
do so for a reason.
Some, perhaps,
are a little bit afraid to look into his¬
tory for fear of what might be un¬
covered; others are so absorbed with
the almighty present that they cannot
devote time to the past. Yet they might
be wTell advised to do so, because I
venture to say that among agronomists,
even as among other people, would be
found instances where, like the potato
plant, the best part is under ground.
The study of history is a sure method
of changing the assured Pharisee into

the modest Publican.
Having now
brought you to a proper modesty of
mind I will attempt to show that the
history of the profession of Agronomy
has indeed a foundation for a true pride
through achievement by honorable ser¬
vice.
I would speak first of the period
which might roughly be described as
the seventeenth century in the history
of England. It is true that this in¬
cludes the wars of Charles I. reign,
but it is not believed that the wars of
the Cavaliers and Roundheads greatly
affected the life of agricultural Eng¬
land. A cause much farther in its
reach was making its work manifest.
For centuries agricultural England had
carried on under the restraining in¬
fluence of the Manorial system. This
system which would suffice in the early
centuries, due to “the absence of law
and the infancy of agriculture-’’ had
long outlived its usefulness. It -was
a system from which no material pro¬
gress could be hoped, and a system
that gradually impoverished the land
and dtove the people from the farms
where they could no longer make a
living. This system also had its psy¬
chological effect on the masses of the
people in that it was responsible for
a sort of mental lethargy due to lack of
incentive.
“Chill penury (repressed their noble
rage
And froze the genial current of the
soul.”
Perhaps the first awakening came
from the battle of Cressy, for here the
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sons of the English yeomen for the first
time huinb-ed the pride of the haughty
barons. The next stern agent at work
was perhaps the Black Death, which
reduced labor to such an extent that
the laborer became more independent.
The Peasants’ Revolt during the next
reign, immediately futile )as it wasj,
was the first large indication that the
people were struggling for something
different. It is not necessary that we
trace the development from that day
until the time of the Stuarts, but suf¬
fice it to say that little by little an
advance was made; in that rent was
paid in money rather than labor, and
that gradually men acquired by en¬
closure, land for individual occupancy,
instead of holding scattered strips
farmed under the Manorial system.
So we have a great body of people ready
for something new, and not knowing
just where to look for it, and from this
great body of people went up a cry
for someone to help them reclaim their
run-down lands, and to introduce to
them new crops and practices. In an¬
swer to that cry we find the early
Agronomist entering upon his w7ork of
service at the direct call of the people.
Gabriel Plattes was one of the earliest
and best known agricultural writers
who advocated' a “Oolledge of Experi¬
ment,” and the call was'oft times re¬
peated. The reason was “Men do not
know where to go if they want advice,
or to obtain reliable seeds, and plants.”
Some irregular experiments wrnre car¬
ried on; Vaughan in 1610 had develop¬
ed a scheme for irrigation of meadows
and pastures; Plattes in 1638 advocated
the treatment of seed before sowingand the sowing of corn in rows, and
invented a corn setter. Perhaps one of
the most important of these early
Agronomists was Sir Richard Weston,
because he introduced a new system of
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rotation based upon roots and clover,
following his visit to Flanders in 1644.
Later Jethro Tull carried on systematic
experiment and published liis famous,
book in 1731.
The early Agronomists had their
difficulties as well as you to-day. The
conservative English farmer objected
to new crops and methods:
“Men object that the new seeds
will not grow here with us, for our
forefathers never used them. To
these I reply and ask them, how
they know? have they tried? Idle¬
ness never wants an excuse; and why
might not our forefathers upon the
same ground have held their hands
in their pockets and have said, that
wheat, and barley, would not have
grown amongst us?”
Another writer said:
“The fourth and last abuse is h
calumniating and depraving every
new invention; of this most culpable
are/your mouldy old leavened hus¬
bandmen who themselves, and their
forefathers have been accuscoined
to such a course of husbandry; as
they will practise, and no other;
their resolution is so fixed, no issues
or events whatsoever shall change
them. ”
The work of the Agronomist was
ill recognized in that day and progress
was slow.
“Bradley, Professor of Botany at
Cambridge, complains in his Com¬
plete Body of Husbandry (1727)
that if he were to advise farmers
about improvements, “they will ask
me whether I can hold a plough,”
for in that they think the whole
mystery of husbandry consists.”
“But farmers,” says Jethro Tull,
writing in the reign of George 2nd.,,
if advised to sow clover would cer¬
tainly reply, ‘Gentlemen might sow
it if they pleased, but they (the
farmers) must take care to pay
their rents.’ ”
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of our Agronomists seem to

farming and taken to writing of things

have had little patience with the dif¬

agricultural because he had been told

ficulties encountered from the personal

there was

factor,

indeed it would appear that many of

Some

one writer invokes legislation

to force farmers.

good money

in

it.

And

the difficulties experienced by the pre¬

“Even like brutes to understand their
■own good. ”

sent

agronomists

persisted

through

these years, and so great credit is due

The latter part of the 16th century
and the first part of the 17th century
are noted for a crowd

of agricultural

those who strove under difficulties.'
I am not going to take up any further
time with English agriculture.

I have

writers who were eager to give advice

simply striven to show that in England

to farmers.

early agronomy was the product of the

Gervase Markham has the

doubtful distinction of

being

termed

the first “English hack-writer.”

One

of his critics concludes a most scathing
criticism with these words which leave

need for assistance on the part of the
farmers.

The agronomists had a long,

hard row to hoe from the time

of

Plattes’ experiments with corn plant¬
ing, down to the period that developed

nobody in doubt:

a Rothamstead.

That their works do

“Yea, if I understand anything,
he setteth down many gross untruths which every countryman will
contradict. ”

United

It is stated that Markham was com¬

Time will permit a discussion of but

pelled to sign the following agreement:
“That I, Gervase Markham,
of
London, gent., do hereby promise
hereafter never to write any more
book or books to be printed of the
diseases of any cattle, horse, ox, or
cow, sheep, swine or goats. In wit¬
ness whireof I have hereunto set my
hand the 24th daie of July, 1617.
Gervase Markham.”

live after them none will deny.
The story of early agronomy in the

two

or

States is
three

an interesting

typical

one.

experiences

as many separate states.

in

At the out¬

set it will be well to pay attention to
the fact that of all the economic plants
now in use in America we owe fully
one-third to the

native

Indians of the continent.

sons, to

the

This is gen¬

erally lost sight of owing to the prac¬
tice that many European botanists fol¬

Much of the blame for the difficulties

lowed in the early days of carrying

in the early days may rest upon agri-

plants to Europe and testing and de¬

cultural

veloping them under European condi¬

writers;

their

exaggerated beyonds
belief.

In

1659

the

claims

the

were

bounds

following

of

was

written about turnips, a new crop in
the country:
“It is the only food for cattle,
swine and poultry, sovereign for
conditioning “Hunting dogs,” and
an admirable ingredient for bread,
affording 'two very good crops’
each year, supplying Aery good
Syder * and exceedingly good Oyl. ”
'Donaldson, the writer of

the

first

tions.

Consequently many have given

credit to Europe for plants produced
in America.

"While we

are

clearing

things up it might be well also to state
that the individual Indian was a much
better farmer than most historians give
him credit for, and these early colonists
succeeded best who were enabled, hon¬
estly or otherwise, to procure a piece
of land already eleared and farmed by
the Indians.

The terrible story of the

Scotch agricultural treatise, admits, in

Jamestown settlement shows what hap¬

the preface,

pens when the

rhat

he had

failed at

colonists attempted to
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clear land and farm according to their
own ideas.
In a new country with so many new
plants it is inot surprising that the
demand for the services of an agrono¬
mist is found early in the history of
the Atlantic settlement. One of the
first instances we have of a scientific
attitude toward agriculture is found
is South Carolina at the Ashley River
settlement, under the
direction of
Joseph West: here we find that part
of the program was definite experiment
in crops. The first efforts at culture of
new crops were experiments to find out
the soil to which each species of plant
was best -adapted, and the season of the
year most favorable for planting, and
it is recorded that in 1669-70 a testing
garden was established, the first of its
kind in America. In passing it might
be mentioned that in 1733 the Georgia
colony followed the example of South
Carolina. Most interesting stories are
told about these Gardens. The money
for their upkeep was furnished by pub¬
lic subscription, and it may be worthy
of note that the Manager of the Ex¬
perimental Station received £150 per
annum with travelling expenses for the
collection of new economic plants.
You who to-day are concerned in the
study of rust will be interested to knoAv
that in 1776 the State of Connecticut
passed <a law for the eradication of
Barberry bushes.
“Whereas the abounding of Bar¬
berry bushes is thought to be very
hurtful it being by plentiful ex¬
perience found that, where they are
in large quantities, they do occasion,
or at least increase, the blast on all
sorts of English grain.”
In connection with the experiments in
American economic plants carried on
in England, a botanical garden was
established near Philadelphia in 1730,
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as a sort of clearing house for the over¬
seas experiments. Bartram, the Direc¬
tor, received £50 a year as Royal Bot¬
anist in America. Philadelphia became
the centre of science and art.
The
Franklin Society was the forerunner of
the Philadelphia Society for the Pro¬
motion of Agriculture. In 1776 one
writer says:
“Why cannot the gentlemen of
Philadelphia and this neighborhood,
who are lovers of agriculture, form
themselves into a society for the en¬
couragement of that noble art.”
A striking call for the services of
agronomists is found in the statements
of Home in 1757 :
“Agriculture does not take its rise
originally from reason, but from fact
and experience. It is a branch of na¬
tural philosophy, and can only be
improved from the knowledge of
facts, as they happen in nature. It
is by attending to these facts that
the other branches of natural philos¬
ophy have been so much advanced
during these two last ages. Medicine
has attained its present perfection
only from the history of diseases and
cases delivered down. Chemistry is
.. now reduced to a regular system by
the means of experiments made either
by chance or design. But where are
the experiments in agriculture to
answer this purpose? When I look
around for such, I find few or none.
There then, lies the impediment in
the way of agriculture. Books in
that art we are not deficient in,
but the book which we want is a
book of experiments.”
The writer of a recent splendid book
on American Agriculture, Lyman Car¬
rier, has the following comment to make
upon the American experiences:
“There is nothing original in the
establishing of experiment stations
in America. Attention had been
called to the need of them in many
agricultural writings long before of¬
ficial action was taken towards es¬
tablishing such farms. The idea
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had probably occurred to intelligent
agriculturists in all ages/7

tween Canada and the

home

lands.

Before leaving the early experiences

onies of French and Scotch, but even

Nova Scotia had been settled by col¬

of the American agronomists it may not

during the years that

be out of place to quote the words of

transfer of Canada to England we find

the authority just referred to when he

little variation in

tells of the difficulties experienced by

tices in the growing of the standard

our early American agronomists.

crops.

“A tendency on the part of a
majority of farmers to ridicule every
attempt at innovations in their oc¬
cupation compelled many to “hide
their light under a bushel.'7 Then,
too, many writers on agricultural
subjects were so palpably ignorant
of practical farm practices, or wrote
propaganda for special interests, that
‘book farming' was in bad repute.
So those who ventured to write on
the subject of agriculture frequently
hid their identities behind pseud¬
onyms or confined their literary ef¬
forts in letters to friends whom
they knew to be in sympathy with
their work. The literary snobbish¬
ness of the times which decreed that
printed matter should be couched in
classic terms helped to deter the un¬
learned farmer from breaking into
the realm of letters.
‘Let it be a
secret as if it was some heinous
crime,7 the wife of the author
of
‘Letters from an American Farm¬
er,’ is said to have advised when
that work was contemplated by her
husband.”
In the history of early Canadian ag¬
ronomy I intend to deal with two Pro¬
vinces, Nova Scotia and Ontario.

It

might be well to remind you that crop
production in Canada is comparatively
old in the history of the continent, and
I

wish

to

state

in

passing that the

first wheat was grown at Port Royal,
1606, and the first mill for
erected there.

grinding

Probably the first wheat

was grown at Quebec about 1613. There
is no definite story of advance in agricultural practices in the earlv vears of
_L

v

Canada’s life,
patriarchal

due no

relationship

doubt to

the

existing

be¬

The war

followed

agricultural

the
prac¬

of 1812-13-14 upset

communication with the United States*
and it took the privations of the im¬
mediately succeeding years to show the
people of Nova Scotia that they must
make

a study of

practices.

their

agricultural

In 1818 the letters of Agri¬

cola began to appear in the Acadian
Recorder; no
them.

one

These

knew

letters

who

were

wrote

splendidly

written, and voiced an earnest plea for
agricultural organization and experi¬
ment, and particularly did it advocate
the formation of agricultural societies.
The letters attracted great attention,
and when the Central Provincial Agri¬
cultural Society was organized Agri¬
cola Avas appointed secretary.
forced him to

disclose

This

himself;

his

name was John Young.
Perhaps the most important Avork of
the

agricultural

through

societies,

formed

the interest 'excited by

the

letters of Agricola, Avas to press for inATestigation into proper crops and prac¬
tices

for

agricultural

NoAm

The agricultural societies

Scotia.

formed in

different districts of the province Avere
tributary to the ProATincial Society just
' mentioned.

This

Provincial

Society

met four times a year, to plan experi¬
ments for the tributary societies and
to consider reports of experiments al¬
ready carried on by its separate organi¬
zations.

Following is an extract from

Agricola Avhich I submit as his confes¬
sion of faith;
"The ignorant and
unlettered
poor is no more capable of being an
enterprising and successful farmer,
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than the team which he drives. His
ill-directed and unenlightened efforts
may fell the forest and burn the
timber and in this way obtain a
stunted and ungenerous crop; but he
wants the talent and address to court
vegetative nature in her coyer moods,
to draw forth her latent beauties,
and induce her to display the full
luxuriance of her charms. These she
only reveals to those ardent and scien¬
tific admirers who penetrate her se¬
questered recesses, who study her in
all the windings and mazes of vege¬
tation and labor to acquire the know¬
ledge of soils, the application of com¬
posts and manures, the structure of
implements, the habits of plants, and
all those philosophical improvements,
to which husbandrv has been indebted during the last century, and which
have
been
converting England,
France, the Netherlands, Italy, and
great part of Germany, into little
short of well cultivated gardens.”

The story of Ontario may be briefly
told because we are now approaching
a period with which we are all familiar.
The U. S. Loyalists made their settle¬
ments along the water fronts; the lat¬
er settlements being made on land
further back. Here, through the in¬
fluence of men from the Old Land,
agricultural societies were formed and
these societies met, >as did those of Nova
Scotia, to discuss experimental work for
the new country, and to consider the
welfare of agriculture in general. The
first agricultural society was organized
in 1792. This was followed by the or¬

took place, in a Board of Agriculture,
which was formed to collect informa¬
tion. and to prepare reports for the
Legislature, and
“To co-operate with the Provin¬
cial University in the teaching of
agriculture, and to carry on experi¬
mental and illustrative farms.”
In 1851 a chair of Agriculture was
established at the University of To¬
ronto,, and a small experimental farm
laid out on the

University

grounds.

It must be remembered that there was
no real Department of Agriculture at
this time.

John Carling was Commis¬

sioner of Public Works and Agricul¬
ture ; in his second report he suggested
agriculture for teachers in the Normal
schools.

Gradually pressure from the

organized societies resulted in the send¬
ing the Editor of the “Canada Farmer”
to investigate conditions in Michigan
and Massachusetts
leges.

Agricultural

Col¬

Land was purchased near To¬

ronto, but the committee appointed re¬
ported that “This land was too full of
thistles, and also that it was objection¬
able in that it lav too close to the city
and would expose the farm boys who
attended college to the evils of city
life.”

The Ontario Agricultural Col¬

lege was founded

in 1874,

and

was

ganization of other societies, followed

earlv the recognized home for experi-

later on bv the Provincial Agricultural

mental work in agronomy.

Association.

us down to the present, because Dr. C.

These drew no Govern¬

ment funds, and functioned under
Board of Directors.

a

This was the fore¬

runner of the Ontario Department of
Agriculture.

Besides

agricultural so¬

cieties a Fruit Growers’ Association,
and a Dairymen’s Association were
formed.

In 1850 the next development

This brings

A. Zavitz is still the head of the Field
Husbandry Department there, and his
name is practically synonymous with
all the experimental work of the 0. A.
College.
Before leaving the story

of

Nova
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Scotia and Ontario we must state that
the early agronomist in dealing with
the people of these provinces had ex¬
actly the same difficulties that we
noticed as troubling their brothers of
another day, in other lands. That they
came through successfully is borne out
by the fact that many of you are here
to-night. ‘‘Lest we forget.”
I have not taken you through this
historical sketch without a definite
purpose; I shall now attempt to “point
the moral” even if it does not ‘4adorn
the tale. ’? The first lesson we are per¬
fectly entitled to draw from this story
is that the early agronomist was the
product of. a direct need on the part
of the people. In some cases this
need was dire; either the county was
going to ruin, or the land was new and
no definite scheme of farming had been
established. Just as in other serious
periods of necessity, in the experience
of the human race, men of energv and
vision were found to meet the call, and
to show their people the way to better
things.
Thus in English speaking
countries was the agronomist born.
The next lesson is that the agrono¬
mist had to work under difficulties
sometimes almost overwhelming. Let
me recall them to you; in the first
place he had to face sometimes passive
and sometimes active opposition from
many he was trying to serve. A cer¬
tain amount of conservatism is admir¬
able, but the agronomist has always had
to face an unreasonable amount on the
part of a certain portion of the agricul¬
tural constituencies to whose service he
is giving his life. This is not intended
as railing at a condition, but rather to
point out the condition which the ag¬
ronomist must always accept, if pos¬
sible, philosophically. That he has not
always done so is unfortunate, but it
is also proof at least that he is human.

The second difficulty lay in the irre¬
sponsible people, the short circuit prac¬
titioners. who invaded his field, the
men who sought immediate prestige by
“claims
exaggerated
beyond
the
bounds of belief.” This is another con¬
dition which the agronomist must ac¬
cept philosophically, because no method
ever has been found to restrain these
bounders. The third, and perhaps the
gravest difficulty the agronomist had
to face, was the fact that so rnanv, a
blessing to the age in which they lived,
were themselves unpractical, and were
regarded by the farmers of their dav
as failures, whose advice was not worth
taking.
May I venture to repeat a
statement that 1 made a few vears ago.
“The road of the progress of mankind
is milestoned by the lives of those who
saving others could not save them¬
selves." I can name you many such:
Tusser, who preached thrift, was him¬
self thriftless; Gabriel Plattes, who
invented the first corn setter and was
the first eponent of seed treatment,
died in a debtor's prison; Donaldson,
the Scotch writer, was a failure at
farming; Arthur Young never did make
good as a farmer. To sum the matter
up in a nutshell, who among agrono¬
mists has ever made a fortune; but
shall this be used as a reproach. This
is another condition which had to be
met philosophically in the past, and
must still be so met. The last and chief
lesson I wish to draw from this histori¬
cal sketch is that the agronomist made
good despite all the difficulties facing
him throughout the scenes of his early
labors. You here to-night have some
of the same difficulties to face, and
other difficulties of your own age, but
as I have always said, you must accept
them philosophically. The field has not
been fully explored, probably never
will be; there is plenty of work for all
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to do. The story I have recited should
give you a foundation for pride in
your work because of the splendid work
of those who have gone before; which
work you have the privilege of carry¬
ing on a further stage. I will be well
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satisfied if my little tale shows results
in your furnishing an answer to the
prayer I mentioned at the outset, and
that you leave here to-night with a
good conceit of vourselves.

If you have a friend worth loving,
Love him yes, and let him know that you love him,
Ere life's evening tinge his brow
With sunset glow;
Why should good words ne'er be said
Of a man till he is dead.

An Entomologist’s Dream.
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Methods of Eradicating a Gypsy
Moth Outbreak
By S. H. Short ’24.
Department of Agriculture, Entomological Branch.

U. S. B. A. HIGH BOWER SPRAY MACHINE
The tank has a capacity of four hund ed gallons and the engine can develop
a pressure of one

L

OSSES

from

insect

injury

thousand

pounds.

are

In controlling insect pests, the truth

estimated to decrease the yield of

of the adage that “an ounce of preven¬

Canadian field crops from 10 to

tion is better than a pound of cure,” is

25 per cent., causing an annual loss, ac¬

well illustrated,

cording to the Dominion Entomologist,

clearly, than in the history of the gypsy

of more than one hundred millions of

moth in North America.

dollars.

scientist at Medford, Mass.,

Add to this,

damage

to

our

and in no case more
In

1869

a

imported

forests, stored products and live stock

from Europe a few specimens, thinking

caused by insect enemies and the vital

they might be used in the silk industry.

importance of in ect control and eradica¬

Some

tion as a factor governing production is
evident.

laboratory but despite his warning
the

individuals

authorities,

escaped

the

danger

from
was

his
to
dis-
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regarded until,

a

few years

later,

a

the turning over

of

stones

in

fences

The sub¬

and stone piles, the turning over of deb¬

sequent struggle to eradicate this pest

ris, boards and other objects on or und¬

in large areas

er which eggs may have been laid. Next,

serious infestation occurred.
of

the

New

States is still going on.
interesting phase

of

England

It forms

the

fight against injurious

an

world-wide

insects

which

all brush along fence rows and around
stone piles where eggs
cut

and

burned.

are

This

found,

is

done

to

is

has been aptly termed “the greatest war

reduce the amount of

of all.*”

for the caterpillars during the following

*—-MacLean1s Magazine, Sept. 1, 1925.

Tme and also to reduce the area to be

It was almost inevitable that sooner
or later the gypsy moth would
Canada.

reach

Fortunately, due to unceasing

food

available

sprayed.
The

following spring further scout¬

ing, including more stone-turning

and

vigilance its presence was early discov¬

brush cutting, is done to reduce

still

ered and hence the area of

further the possibilities of the existence

was small.

outbreak

The story is well told in

the “Review”

of

April,

1925,

of the pest.

Just before the egg hatch¬

“The

ing season, which commences early in

Discovery of the Gypsy Moth in Can¬

June, all trees in the infested area are

ada.”

banded, first, with a tarry preparation

The ‘Henrvsburg infestation’

as this

named

“raupenleim”.

This

band

is

outbreak is called, is located in Lacolle

about one inch wide and one-quarter of

township,

an inch thick.

St.

John’s

county,

three miles north of the

about

This prevents the cater¬

international

pillars from either climbing the tree for

It extends over four farms

Jmod or coming down to pupate. Above

and covers an area, approximately, one-

this raupenleim band is placed a band of

third of a square mile.

burlap which is about a foot wide, tied

boundary.

Here the forces of the Federal De¬

in the middle and folded over.

partment of Agriculture, Entomological

the characteristic habits

Branch, in co-operation with the

moth

De¬

caterpillar

is to

One of

of the gypsy
seek

shade

or

partment of Lands and Forests of the

shelter in which to pupate.

Province of

lap band affords such protection and a

Quebec,

have

been

con¬

centrated in the endeavour to eradicate

man goes round daily

this pest.

caterpillars from the bands.

A few notes on the diffi¬

culties met and the methods
may be interesting.
The first steps

removing

the

Thus some caterpillars die of starva¬
tion owing to their be:ng caught in the

prevention

raupenleim band and others are trapped

of spread and of eradication are taken

by the burlap, thereby further reducing

in the autumn after the egg laving sea¬

'he spread of the infestation.

son.

towards

followed

This bur¬

All egg masses

which

can

be

Now

for the stone walls; many of

located are destroyed by creosote, but

these

all egg masses are not always

they can easily be torn down, it is a

found,

are

dry masonry;

and although

owing to a characteristic hab't of the
moth which- lays its eggs
on
tree

difficult task to rebuild them.

trunks or branches, on stones or deb¬

hatching therein, a very hot flame

is

ris under the tree1;, on or in stone walls
and so on.

thrown into the wall by means of

an

crdina’w air pressure spray pump. This

To find these egg masses necessitates

is filled with kerosene and sprayed in

fore, to kill

the

young

There-,

caterpillars
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file form of a mist.

This mist readily

ignites and produces a very hot, pene¬
trating flame.
After

the

of

the

preliminary
been
to

preventive

taken

feeding

about the middle

and

season

the last

June, the whole infestation is
with arsenate of lead,

to

the

comes,
week

in

sprayed

which

been added 'a sticker of fish oil.

has
This

causes the poison to adhere for two or
three weeks and hence decreases
possibility of

high

pressure

spraying

machine.
The tank of this machine has a cap¬

measures have
height

in leaning a

any caterpillars

ing in the area.

the

develop¬

The spray is put on

with a high pressure machine and the

acity of four
engine can

hundred

gallons.

The

develop a pressure

of

a

thousand pounds and will force spray
through three thousand

feet

of

one

inch hose delivering a pressure of two
hundred and seventy-five pounds with
a three-sixteenth of an inch nozzle.
This, briefly, is the procedure being
followed in the endeavour
and

eradicate

the

to

outbreak

control
of

the

gypsy moth in the Henrysburg district.
In itself it is simple; its efficiency

de-

A Crew at Work With Hose During Spraying Operations.

whole tree is thoroughly covered. The

pends upon the

Canadian field force is indebted to the

woik of the field force.

officers

of

the United

ci Entomology for

their

States

Bureau

co-operation

careful

conscientious
A maintaining

of the high standard so far attained in
this regard will, it is confidently
pected. achieve complete success.

ex¬

1T1
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Irrigation in Southern Alberta
By G. S. Muir, O.V.C., ’28.

T

HERE are

several

areas

of

con¬

ground level, and the banks are accord¬

siderable extent, now being sup¬

ingly built up.

plied with water

ditches are the exact opposite of drain¬

purposes, in Alberta.

for

irrigation

The one which

is perhaps the most widely known

is

age ditch''.c

Of course all mrigation

tney carry water a > we the

level o- the land, and so it is °na'oled

situated south west of Calgary, and it

to

is

Bassano

They follow the tops of the ridges

But

high places, and

there

that

the

Aqueduct carries

famous

the

water.

an

flow over the surface of
therefore,

the soil.

the

x.d
main

even larger acreage is contained in the

canals must deliver water at the highest

district

and

level in the district which they serve.

which stretches almost continuously for

This is not so difficult a feat, as one

fifty miles or more to

might suppose, for although the country

surrounding

relatively narrow

Lethbridge,
the

strip

east,

in

contiguous

a
to

appears to be absolutely flat, it is

in

and

reality crossed by long undulations, up¬

The latter towu is, how¬

on the ridges of which the canals are

ever, in the centre of an arid district,

placed, thus allowing the water to flow

hardly capable of growing anything in

over the

normal seasons.

canals supply lateral ditches of consid¬

the

railway between

Medicine Hat.

Lethbridge

This southern irrigaced area is con¬

many

C.P.R., and the

water is

Irrigation District.

Northern

The C. P. R. own

valleys.

These

erable size, which in turn, give way to

trolled by two different corporations, the
Lethbridge

intervening

smaller

ditches,

brought

and

thus

eventually to

the
each

farm, where it is spread through

the

more land and consequently supply more

field ditches, so placed as to allow the

water than does the Lethbridge North¬

irrigation to flood every acre.

ern, and their area covers districts both

Of course there in an elaborate sys¬

south and east of that town, whereas

tem of gates, with which to control the

the Lethbridge Northern supply a fairly

flow into the smaller ditches; and there

large block of land on the north side of
the town.

are numerous waters masters and ditch

Immense sums have been

spent

on

riders^ each in charge of a section of
the ditch, by whom an unceasing vigil¬

canals, head-gates and ditches, to bring

ance is maintained.

the water to these arid lands, from the

banks sometimes occur and they might

distant Rocky Mountains.

cause very great damage, by an excess

These great peaks, one hundred miles
to the west, may be seen on a

clear

For breaks in the

outflow of water in the

wrong

These men also measure the

morning, raising their grand snow-cap¬

water and turn it down

the

ped heads above the mist of the prairie
horizon.

ditches

axel

The main canals are indeed like riv¬
ers, but with this great difference, riv¬

at their request,

place.

flow

of

farmers’
in

the

amount they wish, shutting it off again
as soon as the farmer has finished.
Naturally irrigating is not

constant,

ers always flow in the valleys and low

but depends upon the crop, some crops

places, while these canals follow a cer¬

require more than others and at differ¬

tain level, often this may be above the

ent times, and most crops need

water
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at least twice in the growing

season.

At the present time a better method

Alfalfa may be irrigated three times,

is

once before each cutting and once in

farming, or dairying with hog raising.

the Fall, after the second cutting.

The conditions are admirably suited to

This land, having been thus opened
up

for settlement, is offered for sale

being

advocated,

namely

mixed

this, and success may be well assured.
Corn does well for a silage crop,

and

two

lately sunflowers have been used with

R.

success, these crops being put into trench

have formed blocks of land into colon¬

silos, which are in fairly common use

ies, each containing from twenty-five to

throughout these districts.

fifty farms.

Each farm consists of one

the standby of all stockmen, and is a

hundred and sixty acres, all fenced, and

sure crop every year, two cuttings be¬

having eighty acres broken and ready

ing obtained always, and

to crop, or in some cases, seeded to al¬

sionally three may be had, if the con¬

falfa, the remaining eighty acres is left

ditions in the Fall are suitable for cur¬

as prairie pasture.

ing it.

under very similar terms, by the
aforesaid

companies.

The

C.

P.

A house and barn

is built on every farm and these

Alfalfa

very

is

occas-

It has the added advantage of

are

keeping the weeds in check, for these

so placed as to have two or three close

are a serious pest, and are carried eve¬

together, to allow of social intercourse

rywhere by the water.

between neighbors.

The whole is then

well, and sugar beets have been tried, as

offered as a ready made farm, prepar¬

a sugar refining company from Utah

ed for immediate occupation and pro¬

contracted for a large acreage this year.

duction, payments being amortised over

These have not yet proven to be a suc¬

a period of thirty-four years.

cess or otherwise, the labour question

However in the past there has been
a high percentage of failures on these
farms, due to a

number

of

causes,

primarily, no doubt, to the mistaken idea
that success may be obtained by grow¬
ing wheat alone.

But experience has

shown that cereal farming

Roots may do

cannot

be

being the
tion

greatest

problem.

pasture may be kept

luxuriant

even

through

In

addi¬

green
the

and

hottest

months, by the simple expedient of wat¬
ering the prairie grass.
There is still a most regrettable aver¬

carried on successfully over a number

sion on the part of many

of seasons.

Again, many of the first

cows, but these are gradually coming to

settlers had no knowledge of irrigating

the realization that dairying will bring

and in a great number of cases

a lasting prosperity, and

they

were of very indifferent efficiency
farmers.

as

pasture for hogs, the

to

with

milking

alfalfa

combination

ideally suited to the country.

is
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A Recent Hygienic Survey of Dairy
Practices on General Farms
in Michigan
By D. B. Shutt, ’22, O.A.C.

I

N SPITE of all the work that has

instances, an inadequate wooden parti¬

been done on the improvement of

tion separating them

dairy methods, it is still easy to

proper.

from

the

barn

One hundred and forty-nine of

find communities which have changed

these had horses stabled with the cows.

their methods but little since the pioneer

Other live stock such

days of agriculture.

chickens were occasionally found with

other

illustration

This

of

is but an¬

the

fact

that

scientific research is frequently

from

the cows.

as

hogs

and

In all of these stables

cows were tied

up

in

stalls.

the

Seven

ten to thirty years ahead of practice.

basement stables were found, all but one

This fact was forcibly brought to

of which housed cattle only, while

the

writer’s attention in a recent sanitary

had horses as well.

survey of the milk shed of a plant man¬

modern dairy barn for its herd.

ufacturing

in¬

other hand, five very primitive stables

formation gained in this sanitary survey

were located, the cattle being housed in

is given below in the hope that it may

nothing more than a manure shed and

be of interest to others.

consequently were in a hopelessly filthy

dairy

products.

The

Of a total of 201 farms inspected only

conditions^

One farm had

one
a

On the

the explanation given

for

1,332 cows were found, making an av¬

these conditions was that it was not nat¬

erage per farm of only 6.62 cows, a

ural to tie up cows.

comparatively low
were

mixtures

figure.

mainly

Shorthorn and Jersey.

of

herds

One hundred and twenty stables had

Holstein,

proper concrete floors and gutters, the

A few were of

one breed only, most of
Holsteins.

The

these

No pure bred herds

remainder had the

original

earth

or

being

elevated wooden floors.

were

only a few provided a gutter, the others

Of the latter

found, although a few herds were sired

trusted to luck and the cracks in

the

by pure bred bulls.

floor to remove surplus moisture.

In

Only one farm was

found where a pure bred herd was be¬

consequence the ground beneath was far

ing developed.

from sanitary.

No attempts have been

made to determine the yield of milk or

Regarding

light,

only

twenty-five

of butter fat per cow on any of the

barns had four square feet of window

farms, though all the cows have

space per cow.

been

The great majority had

tuberculin tested under the co-operative

less than two square feet.

area plan.

no light at all except that which filtered

Many of the cows probably

would prove to be unprofitable, if their
production records were kept.
The stables showed great

through the cracks of the walls.
There were only

variation.

A few had

proper ventilation.

nine

attempts

at

These had flue sys¬

One hundred and ninety-four were lo¬

tems of various kinds.

cated upon the barn floor with in some

depended upon the loose construction of

The

remainder
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the ceiling, or windows and doors
supply the need.

Most

of

these

ported cold stables in winter.

to
re¬

Only two

agitating the milk. Only three tin cool¬
ers were located, one of

which

was

rusty, but the other two were in good

stables were found with damp walls and

condition.

ceilings; one of these was quite moldy

on only one farm and a running spring

and the atmosphere was very

on another.

uncom¬

found

Only sixteen milk houses were found

fortable to humans.
There was a considerable variety in
the methods

Ice for cooling was

employed to

dispose

of

out of a total of two hundred and one
farms.

The majority of these were of

the manure, most of which was thrown

concrete construction with cooling tanks

in a pile just outside of the door. Fifty-

built in, the remainder being wood. Only

one farms had manure

two milk houses were equipped

sheds,

which

with

were usually located beside the stable

steam boilers.

and greatly obstructed the lighting

for washing utensils with cold and hot

rangements.

A

considerable

ar¬

number

had loosely constructed partitions

that

allowed the odors to penetrate into the

water and for steaming them.
SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED
FROM THE 201 FARMS,

stable.

MARCH

The pails used in the milking

were

with only a few exceptions very

clean

and were scalded with hot water
fore

These had arrangements

use. •

Two

farmers

No of

P.C.

Farms of tot.

be¬
their

Stables on barn floor. . . .

194

96.51

These were none

Improved basement stables

7

3.48

Small top milking pails were

Separate stables for cows.

1

.49

Cows

stalls.

5

2.48

one

Horses stabled with cows.

150

74.62

farmer wore a clean apron during milk¬

Floors—wood or mud. ...

79

39.30

ing, while the

their

Floors — concrete.

122

60.69

washed

Light—4 sq. ft. per cow. .

25

12.43

Systems

9

4.97

Pails—Small

Top.

2

.99

Coolers—Tin

(patent)....

3

1.44

Spring.

1

.49

going over it with a damp cloth before

Coolers—Tank with ice...

1

.49

milking.

Sixty-five resorted to brushes

Clean milking suits (apron)

1

.49

or burlap sacking to remove visible dirt

Milk houses.

16

7.96'

before milking.

Steam

2

.99

pails in the stable.
too clean.

found on only two farms.

kept

1925.

Clean milk¬

ing suits were unknown although

work clothes.

remainder

wore

The cans were

and steamed at the plant and returned
daily by the hauler.
Only three farmers made a practice
of washing and drying the

udder,

Twenty-three

or

milked

with wet or damp hands, the majority

loose

in

Ventilation—Flue

Coolers—Running

Boilers.

Manure pile 30 ft.

from

of whom dampened the hands to begin

stable

.

5

2.48

milking, taking the milk from the teat,

Manure

sheds.

51

29.85

while the

the

Wet hands when milking.

23

11.44

the

Wiping udder

65

32.33

3

1.44

Stanchions.

4

1.99

Milking machines.

2

.99

remainder

replenished

moisture needed with froth

from

pail. Almost all claimed to wash their
hands before milking.
The predominating

cooling

system

was the simple method of placing

the

milk can in a tub of cold water and

visible

free

from

dirt—dry.

Wiping udder with

damp

cloth or washing.
Steel
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Pure bred herds.

0

Pure bred herd—(nucleus)

1

Farms visited.

201

Total number of cows....

1332

Average number of
per

.00 that part of the lack of progress of
this community was due to the prev¬
.49
ious mismanagement on

by

6.62

information

in¬
It is
bring

about a rapid improvement in methods
in this community.

The most

This suggests the

idea that a better type of inspector

otherwise

is

badly needed in many communities. Too

cheerless prospect was the fact that the

often the inspector is merely a political

majority of the farmers seemed open to
make

unsympathetic

the part of the inspector could

younger generation that the greatest im¬
encouraging feature of this

and

believed that a sympathetic approach on

It is amongst the

provement is to be found.

ignorant

led to suspicion and lack of faith.

methods still survive, but modern meth¬

to

milk

spectors from a nearby large city. This

it

will be noted that a great many pioneer

suggestions and eager

of

plant and the casual type of inspection

farm.

ods are creeping in.

part

the predecessors of the present

cows

From the foregoing

the

appointee

such

with

little

knowledge

of

dairying and dairy hygiene.

improvements as their funds and the re¬
turns from the business permitted.

(.Reprinted from the Michigan Quarter¬

The writer has the distinct impression

ly Bulletin, August,

i

i

PRESIDENT’S RESIDENCE
Decorations—by Old Man Winter.

1925.)
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A Visit to the Channel Islands

A

By J. J. Brickley, J26

one has enjoyed the
verdant scenery, and the his¬
toric and picturesque land¬
marks of the British Isles, it is na¬
tural to think of the Channel Islands
as the next place to be visited. So
we, after covering England and Scot¬
land to our satisfaction, decided that
jersey and Guernsey should be our
next objective. True, we, like many
Canadians, had a hazy and some¬
what confused idea of the location
and characteristics of these islands.
We knew of them, as the home of
Jersey cattle, as the scenes of the
plots of some of Victor Hugo’s books,
and generally as isolated, and outof-the-way spots, which we thought,
should prove at least a place of rest,
if not of interest.
FTER

We decided to travel via Great
Western to Weymouth, and after a
rapid and uneventful journey from
London, embarked at that port early
in the evening. We soon found that
our boat was the Ibex, which had
the distinction of sinking a German
submarine during the war.
Those
who have crossed the English Chan¬
nel will bear witness that it is not
a pleasant trip for a poor sailor.
We were, however, favored with
ideal weather conditions, and our
voyage of about one hundred miles
proved to be quite enjoyable. With
daylight the next morning we came
in sight of Guernsey, where our ship
stopped at St. Peter’s Port for a short
time to unload fruit containers.
Guernsey, through the early morn¬
ing mist, appeared as an expanse of
hills and valleys and glass, for ap¬
proximately one-eighth of the area

of the island is occupied by
houses.

green¬

About ten o’clock we arrived at
St. Holier, the principal city, and
port of the Isle of Jersey. Here we
anded, and were conveyed by a very
antiquated horse cab to a surpris¬
ingly up-to-date hotel. “Mine Host,”
an exceedingly polite Frenchman,
proceeded to make us welcome. Our
first surprise was the amount of our
cab fare—just sixpense, and we were
due for further pleasant surprises be¬
cause almost everything in the island
is comparatively cheap. Our hotel bill
was only five shillings a day for ex¬
cellent accommodation.
All morning the island had been
partially obscured by mist, but by
noon this completely cleared away.
After dinner, we found a point of
vantage on a hill back of the town,
and a truly wonderful sight met our
eyes. The beauty of the island is
difficult to describe. The sea has a
peculiar sapphire tinge, the beach ap¬
pears yellow and golden, the cliffs
about the sea, tall and dark, and
above all the foliage a rich luxuriant
green. Picture with these, a pro¬
fusion of flowers, a landscape with
winding valleys, terraced hillsides,
ancient and ruined castles, and
quaint Norman buildings, and you
see Jersey as we saw it on that Sep¬
tember afternoon.
The island is about forty-five
square miles in extent, and has a
population of approximately fiftytwo thousand. The inhabitants are
largely Norman stock, speaking a
patois distinctive from our French
Canadian and the Parisian French.
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The climate is very temperate, hav¬
ing a range of from forty to sixtyeight degrees. The average rain fall is
about 40 inches. Due to the proximity
of the Gulf Stream, snow and frost
are almost unknown. Sea fogs, how¬
ever, obscure the islands a great deal
at certain seasons of the year. The
climate is ideal for the production of
rank vegetation, and one may see
flowers blooming every month in
the year. Fuschia grows fifteen to
twenty feet high, and Magnolia
grows to appear like a tree. A type
of cabbage peculiar to the island
grows a stock several feet in length.
These stocks are commonly used for
the manufacture of walking sticks.
Vegetables and potatoes are grown
to a great extent commercially, and
as many as three crops per year are
taken from the same land. The first
crop which ts planted in February
supplies the early potatoes on the
Go vent Garden market in April.
Greenhouses are to be seen every¬
where, and are used chiefly in start¬
ing young plants before setting out.
The land is held by a large num¬
ber of small proprietors, who culti¬
vate from five to twenty acres each.
Every available corner of ground,
even if it is only as large as a table
top, (is carefully and intelligently cul¬
tivated and a very considerable por¬
tion of it devoted to market garden¬
ing. The cottages are neat and
comfortable;
the hedges, which
abound everywhere, are well trim¬
med, and the roads are in excellent
repair.
Everywhere one sees the
signs of industry and prosperity
in the quaint Norman buildings, well
cultivated fields of potatoes and vege¬
tables, and the well kept Jersey
cattle.
During a day spent travelling
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through the interior of the island
on the ever available and popular
cycle, we had an excellent oppor¬
tunity to observe the manner in
which the Jersey farmer tends his
cattle. They are never allowed to
roam at large about the fields, but
are carefully staked out at the end
of a rope and are gradually moved
in the field as the pasture is con¬
sumed. Unless the cattle are in red
clover pasture to their knees the
farmer is not satisfied. The stables
form part of the dwelling house, as
they often do in France. The Jersey
farmers’ success in producing such a
high quality of stock can only be at¬
tributed to the great personal inter¬
est and care he devotes to his cattle.
Very few herds exceed five animals,
and these are treated almost as
members of the family. Their quart¬
ers are so clean and sanitary that
the dairy products are manufactur¬
ed in the very room in which the
cattle are stabled.
Another day we travelled by the
small and almost comic railway, and
followed the coast around to the
south from St. Helier. The first
place to claim our attention was
Mont Orgueil Castle, a dilapidated
ruin standing on a height of land
facing France. Our climb up to the
castle was well repaid, for we could
see the sea port of St. Malo fourteen
miles away on the coast of France.
Further along the coast we found
wonderful scenery, rich vegetation,
and comfortable cottages. Gorey Bay
another place of remarkable beauty
proved to be a pleasant stopping
place. St. Catherines Bay, the last
on this side of the island is noted
for its immense concrete breakwa¬
ter, which was constructed by con¬
vict labor. This breakwater now ser-

*
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yes no useful purpose, as the hay did
not prove to be a good harbor. Many
beautiful vine and rose covered cot¬
tages and homes, nestled against the
terraced hillsides
are to be seen
about St. Catherines Bay.
The opposite side of the island we
found to be of a different nature.
St. Aubin’s Bay, the first encounter¬
ed, has an immense sandy beach, ex¬
tending inland about a mile. Eliza¬
beth Castle, a mediaeval ruin, stands
on a rocky precipice high above the
sea. This castle has several historic
connections, and was the scene of
many stormy times 'in the reign of
the Stuarts.
Corbierre,
with its
great lighthouse and rocky crags lies
facing Guernsey.
Here we found
quite a modern tea room, where we
enjoyed some cognac and a light
lunch.
On
different occasions we had
noticed large stacks of sea weed
along the shore. We found, on en¬
quiry, that the weed gathering is a
regular occupation in Jersey.
The
seaweed, which is very rich in pot¬
ash salt, is allowed to decay, and is
then applied to the land as fertilizer.
We endeavored to carry on a conver¬
sation with one of the men who was
engaged in this occupation, but as
our French and his English were
limited, it did not prove much of a
success. We did learn, however, that
in his life of forty years, he had
never visited the town of St. Helier,
seven miles away.
As time was our limiting factor,
we found it necessary to leave Jer¬
sey sooner than we would have liked.
It was a bright clear morning when
we steamed out from St. Helier, and

after skirting the southern portion
of the island we watched the rocky
crags and lighthouse of Corbierre
fade in the distance. We arrived at
Guernsey about three hours later
and disembarked. The island proved
to be much rougher and less pro¬
ductive than Jersey.
Sections of it
are very picturesque in a.wild sort of
a way, but it does not compare with
its sister island in either variety or
quality of scenery. We were fortun¬
ate enough to see several specimens
of octupus or devil fish which had
been brought in by fishermen. They
did not prove to be nearly the fearinspiring creatures we expected, af¬
ter reading Hugo’s ‘‘Toilers of the
Sea. ” Rather they appeared as cring¬
ing black bodies with' tentacles not
more than two feet in length. When
disturbed they emitted an inky black
fluid, probably for concealment. Re¬
mains of Drudical places of worship,
much like those on Salisbury Plain,
also were objects of interest. Victor
Hugo’s former home in Guernsey
proved to be a bleak uninviting old
stone house with a wonderful view
of land and sea.
The following day we went aboard
the Southampton boat, much regret¬
ting having to leave the islands with¬
out visiting Herm and
Sark, the
other two members of the group.
Our last view of the island showed
the Casquettes, those rocks famous
in fiction, standing up bare and rug¬
ged, from the sea. Hate in the even¬
ing we passed by the Isle of Wight,
entered Southampton harbor,
and
were rapidly transported by the fast
boat train to Paddington in the heart
of the great Metropolis of England.
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THE ANCIENT SPORT.
(Whether the contestants in the above painting represent E. T. Chesley
and D. C. McArthur we cannot definitely say, but we can vouch for the

in¬

formation that the gentlemen in question spent a week’s holidays on

the

McArthur farm at Appin during the past summer, indulging freely in this
“Ancient Sport".—Ed.)
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The Dropping of The Pilot
The Review boat draws nigh the shore,
As it has often done before.
Upon the deck the pilot stands,
With weather beaten face and hands;
His hair is gray; his back is bent,
As if the prime of life is spent.
The crew crowd round to say goodbye;
Some feign to laugh, and some to cry;
They shake his hand, and wish him
well,
And all the joys of land they tell.
Cpiite deep in thought, he answers not,
And
stands as if from marble
wrought;
He looks afar, but does not see
The line where meets the sky and
sea.
He’s seeing with his inner eye,
And sees the last twelve months go
by:
There was the work of setting sail.
Of plying hard against the gale;
Tticre were the storms that made more
fair,
The countless blessings he did share ;

There were the days when life was
grand
With joyous friends on every hand—
The friends that made his voyage
bright,
That made the sun shine in the night.
The sailors pause, and draw away—
The sea is calm, the sky is gray—
They read his thoughts, full well they
know
That he is sad, he hates to go.
The Captain speaks, “He’s been our
friend,
Let’s stay right with him to the end;
Let’s do for him one more good deed;
We cannot leave a friend in need. ”
“Aye, aye, Sir!” do they make reply,
“At your command we’ll do or die.”
“’Tis duty first,” he whispers low,
“Be on your guard!—Get ready!—Go!”
A rush of feet
The old man
A splash they
For that sea

and, “Yo—heave—ho!”
overboard does go,
hear, and all is done,
is Oblivion.

Next
The past year has been a pleasant
and profitable one for the Review.
From a personal standpoint we have
gained much, and have given compara¬
tively little. A good deal of credit is
due the editors of the various depart¬
ments, who have worked hard, and
possibly have received little thanks.
But there are many others, some pro¬
minent in public life, members of the
staff at the college, and ex-students—
whose contributions have improved the

quality of our magazine, and to whom
we feel greatly indebted.
With the New Year the duties of
office fall upon the shoulders of Mr. L.
C. Young, an Arts
graduate
of
Mount Allison College, New Bruns¬
wick.
He is a good student and
needs no recommendation. We ask for
him the same hearty support as you
have bestowed upon his predecessor,
and wish him a “bon voyage” and The
Review many of them.
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Is the Athletic Whistle Worth the Wind?
Once or twice every year the skeptics
take down a book labelled, “Are Ath¬
letics worth the time and money spent
on them?” from the shelf of debatable
S' biects. They dig out a few salient
points wherein athletics fall short, and
cast them in the faces of the enthusi¬
asts. Some of us, as whole-hearted ath¬
letic boosters, are too pi one +o smile
serenely in the fullness of our belief,
and not retaliate bv showing wherein
is the strength of our complacency.
Let us pause and collect our evidence!

Six and a quarter hours, or more, of
every day are spent in the lecture room
and laboratory puzzling, and l eing en
lightened as to just what makes th;
wheels of agricultural science go round’
and howT to keep said wheels moving
with ever-increasing efficiency.
No
line of sport occupies more than two
hours or two and a half hours, at most,
of our time daily. This is roughly onethird of the time spent in class. Is this
time, little as it may be, worth it?
College athletics reach some chaps

who never before had any systematic

quer the imp which sets our tongues
and fists flving.

physical culture.

They may be over¬

developed in some phase and under¬
developed in others.

Athletics correct

this to a marked degree, and make
them all-round men.
It is impracticable and impossible for
a man to do his work efficiently, if he
dees not take some time off for sports.
He can accomplish as much

in

two

hours’ studying, if he has had an hour’s
exercise beforehand, as he can in the
three hours if he takes no exercise of
any kind. And his body is the fitter
for the exercise.
An old adage has it that- an idle hand
invariably turns to mischief.

There are

sufficient athletic activities in college to
keep a fellow’s mind occupied when it
wanders off the beaten path of study.
Is training in self-control worth anvthing to a man?

There are times when

one’s temper must be rather forcibly
suppressed, and every time this is ac¬
complished it submits a little

easier.

It has been worth thousands of dollars
to men, before now, to be able to con¬

In this age, when co-operation is the
cry, where can a man better learn to
pull with, instead of knocking, his asso¬
ciates than on a team where one single
objective is before the whole squad>
namely to uphold the good name of our
Alma Mater. Our rugby team won their
group this year, and reached the semi¬
finals of the series. We are proud of
the team for the games they won, but
what gives a deeper tinge of satisfac¬
tion to these victories is the fact that
only hard, clean-cut play was used to
pile up the score. Not many of us will
forget the last game against St. Mike’s.
It was a hard, but fairlv fought battle,
and we were proud to lose to a team
who conquered through superior skill,
and not dirty playing.
All-round citizens are what Canada
needs most right now; and the colleges
are the training camps for real men.
Then let us not begrudge a small por¬
tion of our time and money to develop¬
ing those sides of our nature which
athletics round off as few other ex¬
periences can.—W. C. F.
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“How’s
Whilst recently travelling in distant
parts of Ontario a member of the Re¬
view staff obtained some unique infor¬
mation about Chinese life and customs:
In the far-off land of China many
species of arborescent grasses flourish.
Among these is the well-known bam¬
boo. Its natural habitat is in moist,
warm places. It grows from a few
feet to perhaps a hundred in height.
The round, hollow, jointed stalks at
intervals give off sharp rigid spines,
oval leaves several inches long* and
panicles of flowers in season..
So many uses has this great grass
that it is hard to know what the people
of 'China would do without their sup¬
ply of bamboo. For instance:

A Chinese gentleman walks through
his thicket of bamboos; follows the
winding path across the bamboo bridge
over a little stream, and from thence
up to his bamboo cottage. He draws
apart the bamboo curtains in the
doorway, enters his home, crosses over
the bamboo mats which adorn the floor,
and seats himself in his bamboo chair
in front of a bamboo table. In a few
moments a bamboo bowl containing
boiled bamboo shoots is placed before
him, which he eats with bamboo chop¬
sticks. After the meal he lies upon his
bamboo couch, plays a tune on his
bamboo flute, smokes his bamboo pipe,
and,-well, that’s enough!
A. A. K.

“The Pleasure is All Ours”
Those particularly interested in the
Alumni section will, no doubt, be glad
to know that we have appointed Mr.
G. B. Hood, Secretary of the Provincial
Alumni
Association,
corresponding
Alumni Editor of the Review. This was

done at the suggestion of the Alumni
Association, and greatly to the satis¬
faction of the Review staff. The object
being to help the Review in securing
more information with regard to the
meetings of that association.

My Lady Nicotine
Pernicious zveed!

Whose scent the fair annoys,

Unfriendly to society's chief joys}
Thy worst effect is banishing for hours,
The sex whose presence civilizes ours.

—Cowper.
Sir Walter Raleigh, after smoking his
first pipe, is reputed to have said: “We
have this day, Master Ridley, lit such a
candle in England, as by God’s grace,
shall never be put out.” To which the
worthy prelate replied: “Dieu et mon
droit!”—or, for the benefit of the un¬
initiated—“My God, you’re right:"
History has certainly justified the

verdict of that far-sighted reformer,
and as surely condemned Cowper. Yet,
but a few years ago, Lord Frederick
Hamilton tells us, it was customary
for men to abstain from smoking before
a dance, or mingling with the fair sex.
Nowadays people who claim it is un¬
womanly for a woman to smoke, are
in an ever decreasing minority, as their
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standards of what a woman should or
should not he. are based upon times
before her so-called emancipation. Even
now, though, they rarely smoke pipes.
At country fairs, in the days of my ex¬
treme youth, I remember seeing stout
old dames smoking a clay pipe, and
evidently enjoying it, too! In 1619,
James I., unable to suppress smoking
condescended to make money out of it
by taxing manufacturers of clay pipes.
The chief disadvantage of these pipes
was, and still is, their fragile nature,
particularly the long-stemmed church¬
warden.
A Teutonic invention was the Meer¬
schaum, the wood of which was ob¬
tained from Eastern Europe and Asia
Minor. These have been largely re¬
placed by briars—a corruption of the
French bruyere, or root of the heather.
Tobacco is grown in nearly every
country in the tropical and temperate
zones. Our choicest cigars come from
the tropics, Cuba chiefly, and our most
favored tobacco for cigaretes and me¬

dium pipe tobacco from Virginia, North
Carolina, Kentucky and those parts of
the Turkey of 1912 now occupied by
Greece and Bulgaria. Canadian to¬
bacco, it might be said, is used very
satisfactorily for blending, and has
benefited considerably by the Empire
preference.
I might go on and tell you how to
select a cigar, or how to distinguish a
Corona, but I will not. I have not the
least objection to seeing the denizens
of Mac. Hall smoking, but a further
invasion of the barber shop would be
unbearable—as it is, I am rarely able to
get a haircut. If anyone really wishes to
know, I would refer them to the To¬
bacco Number of the Times Supplement,
whence this has been derived.
Nicotine is named after Jean Nicot,
who introduced it to France, and is
used extensively as an insecticide,
though it has not killed me yet.
P.S.—Latest joke, Critic:—You silly
ass, it was Cranmer, not Raleigh !—Dieu
et mon drot!—G. M.

Christmas Trees on the Campus
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Seniors Win The Pennant
Trench, life, touches of Hollywood,
broken slumbers, Mac. Hall gaities,
shades of Burns, Wordsworth and
Cowper, and waxwork figures combined
to make this year’s frolic an outstand¬
ing success.
As usual with Philharmonic events
the curtain rose sharply on time before
a capacity audience. In a dugout just
before the zero hour, the sophomores’
thoughts once more returned to their
Alma Mater and far distant college
days.
Mac. Hall juniors presented a very
clever satire on the popular Wild West
thriller. By a skilful ruse the demure
heroine led her rival into the hands of
the pitiless Indians, but later relented
and with the valiant hero overtook and
rescued the maiden from her perilous
position after a difficult pursuit.
The first year depicted their first
night at the O.A.C., swapping experi¬
ences of their journeys and later their
official reception to residence life.
Father Time, assisted by the seniors
of Macdonald Hall, unfolded in turn
the incidents in a girl’s life from the
time of her entrance, timid and green,
through all the varied phases of college
life, till after a frenzied struggle with
millinery, cook books and the like, she
i

emerges a capable, successful graduate.
Undisturbed by social attractions a
third year student attempted to study
poetry for an evening, but after the
noise quieted down he soon fell asleep.
In a dream, Burns, Wordsworth and
Cowper appeared and in appropriate
revisions expressed their opinions of
prominent failings of budding gradu¬
ates.
The senior tableau was exceptionally
good, introducing the culmination of
women’s fashions when after fifty years,
women’s attire duplicated man’s. In a
museum, waxen figures represented
year ’26’s development from entrance to
graduation through the harrowing ex¬
periences as freshmen, the ardent pas¬
sions as sophomores, their industry in
their several options, until by practical,
scientific and physical development,
they graduated well qualified to up¬
hold the name of the college.
An amusing diversion in the pro¬
gramme wras the tracking of a poultry
bandit by a huge detective and his
diminutive bloodhound. After a long
chase the culprit was brought to justice,
but allowed to go by the magnanimous
judge.
A great deal of the success of the
evening was due to the willing aid of
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the College Orchestra, whose popular

The judges, Miss Cruikshank, G. H.

selections

interspersed

various

Unwin and G. N. Ruhnke, experienced

numbers.

W. A. T oung also added

considerable difficulty in arriving at

to the evening’s entertainment by two

a decision, but awarded first place to

selections sung in his usual happy man¬

the fourth year, followed closely by the

ner.

juniors and seniors of Macdonald Hall.

the

Union Literary Society
There was a splendid turnout for the
second meeting of the Union Literary
Society in Memorial Hall. Thursday
evening, November 5th.
The event of the evening was a de¬
bate between the first and second years,
the subject being,
Resolved that
Junior Matriculation standing should be
removed for entrance to the Degree
Course at the Ontario Agricultural Col¬
lege.” Byron S. Hill and H. .G.. Mas¬
ter, of ’28, supported the affirmative,
while the negative was upheld by C. D.
Graham and F. E. Smith, of '29. The
judges were the Rev. G. N. Luxton, of
Guelph, H.. T. Fulmer and G. E. RaithbyB. Hill, as leader of the affirmative,
called attention to the purpose of the
O.A.C., as stated in the College Calen¬
dar : ‘‘To train the young farmers of
Ontario in the best practices and the
science of good farming." He showed
that this purpose is borne out since
seventy-four per cent of the B.S.A.
graduates are engaged in practical ag¬
riculture, and ninety per cent, in agri¬
cultural pursuits. He further slated
that the junior matriculation require¬
ments prevented many practical men.
from entering the Degree Course.
H. G. Master in supporting Hill stat¬
ed that many farmers were not sympa¬

thetic toward sending their sons to
High School to be lured away from the
farms. Owing to the discrimination of
the college against non-matriculants
many of them hesitate to come to the
O.A.C., resulting in smaller classes and
lowered enthusiasm.
The leader of the negative, C. D.
Graham, pointed out that in the best
interests of agriculture in Canada the
status of the O.A.C. graduates must be
kept equal to that of graduates of other
agricultural colleges.
To accomplish
this it was found necessary to require
Junior Matriculation for entrance to the
Degree Course. To enable matriculants
to obtain a degree, an extra year in
which to give the necessary training in
academic subjects was added..
In continuing the case for the nega¬
tive, F. E. Smith called attention to the
admission of O.A.C. graduates to the
College of Education .since junior matri¬
culation was required for entrance at
the O.A.C. Through this channel many
graduates became teachers of agricul¬
ture in High Schools, making these
schools of far greater service to the
farm boys and reducing the lure of the
citv.
t/

Rev. G.. N. Luxton, in awarding the
judges’ decision to the affirmative, gave
an able, constructive criticism, which is
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much to be desired in these debates.
Professor 0. J. Stevenson, in opening
the meeting, expressed the desire that
in future the officers of the Society
occupy the chair for the experience it
is intended to provide.
Two pleasing selections, sung by Miss
Jean Taber, were greatly enjoyed, as
well as the catchy music b}^ the College
Orchestra.
An important part of the evening’s
programme was the presentation by
A. W. Mason, of the ’05 Scholarship,
“for the best ‘all round’ man in his
third year,” and the (best wishes of ’05
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for success to G. Y. Cruickshank..
While the judges were deliberating,
the playlet, “Injun’ Summer,” was pre¬
sented under the direction of the Phil¬
harmonic Society and the coaching of
Miss E. C. McLean. In a typical au¬
tumn setting, under the spell of the old
man's tale, we were taken back to the
past till, with the grandson, we saw
the Indians roaming the plains once
more.
4

The cast included:
Grandson—John Blackwood.
Grandfather—V. T. Elton.

Armistice Day 1925
By a Veteran
“Comrades who, on land and sea,
Hied to give us liberty,
This day our thoughts to battlefields
Wander back o’er several years.
And we with whom you shared your
strength,
On grey lashed seas, or lead swept
trench,
Reverently we bow the head.”
To you, our comrades, “the Glorious
Dead,” a bugle sounded, and those who
knewr the call, allowed memory to wander backwards to poppy clothed heaps
of earth, containing what had once been
men, men with whom we had shared
our inmost thoughts, our joys and sor¬
rows, food and clothing during the
time when death lurked at every turn
in the road..
Experience is said to be the only
school, but mothers, fathers and those
who have lost dear ones over there,
realize with us what those few notes
on the bugle meant..
“Dinna forget the Glorious Dead.”
No, we do not forget, it doesn’t take
bugles, nor armistice days, nor two

minute silences to make us remember
those four years. The}r are stamped
in unforgettable images upon
the
minds of we, in most cases, still young
men. We have had you, our comrades,
killed and maimed at our side, and
tender memories will remain until we
peacefully or otherwise, take leave of
life.
And so as the bugle sounded the last
post at the O.A.C. on Nov. 11th, at
eleven a.m., two war veterans, young
in years, but old in service, came on
guard before the flag you died for, the
flag which has always stood for honor
and freedom. Whether or no, the sight
or meaning came home to all those with
bowed bared heads, we know not, we
hope it did. Then the bugle sounded
the reveille, and with the awake com¬
rades it signifies, the veterans presented
arms.
There is a silver lining to
every cloud, and some day, we-hope,
we who still live, that from this tangle,
resultant from that strife of nations,
humanity will reap the fruits of our
labors, and that you who paid the
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supreme price, will not have paid it in
vain.
Remember? Nay, to pause is sin:
On with the merry madding dance,
, This is the peace they died to win,
Forgotten lie our lads in France.
Forgotten, nay laddies, not by us, nor
vour parents either.
The sting and
heart aching pain of your loss has given
way to a silent pride, and we look the
world in the face, sharing wTith you the

honor of a clear conscience, our due.
And the world has not forgotten, for
the land of your birth, be it in city or
in countryside, has dedicated to your
honor, memorials, upon which your
names will live through the gathering
years.
We can never forget you heroes who
died,
Who died that we might live,
You did the noblest deed on earth,
You gave all that you could give.

Once Again
The Returned Men's Club gathered
as usual for their annual dinner to
review memories of the days when soup
plate, tea cup and dinner plate were
one and the same mess tin, and when
the height of ambition was a dish of
six “oeufs, ” and “beaucoup pommes
de terre.” We said “as usual,” but it
was not quite as usual—for ladies were
there.
The ranks of the club be¬
come thinned as the years go by, and
the time for reinforcements seems to
have arrived. One already begins to
anticipate the day when a few grey
haired old veterans will gather toge¬
ther in company with their wives and
swap decorous stories over a game of
five hundred.
But not yet. Old soldiers never die—
according to the legend they simply
fade away, and as we looked at Mr.
Vice, in the person of Tiny Goring, we
began even to doubt that. Some twenty
members sat down at that long and
groaning board, each with the madem¬
oiselle of his choice. It is true the
atmosphere was different. There was
less reminiscence of the dugout and
estaminet; the presence of the ladies
demanded a lighter touch. But per¬
haps, after all, there was more enjoy¬
ment. To think that we sometimes got

along without them for twelve months
at a stretch—except for an occasional
smile over a French beer, at the hands
of mademoiselle from Bully-Grenay !
The real horrors of war just begin to
dawn on us!
Charlie Riley acted as toastmaster,
in his usual happy manner. The Silent
Toast brought memories and thoughts
not easily spoken. Colonel W. Simp¬
son proposed “Those who served,” and
expressed those feelings of pride in the
comradeship of the war which are
shared by all those whose privilege it
was to serve in His Majesty’s forces.
The President, Yic Elton, replied on be¬
half of the club. Tiny Goring, in pro¬
posing “The Ladies,” brought back
touching and poignant memories of
Oxo and mufflers and tenderly knitted
socks.
Mrs. Atkin, who knows well
the life of a soldier in the camps of
England, replied very gracefully for
the ladies.
The dance which followed the dinner,
was one of the best we remember.

We

hope there will be many more before
the Returned Men’s
thing of the past.

Club

Old Soldiers never

die—hut they do seem
a wav.
«/

becomes a

to be

fading
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All the world's a stage—
Fourth Year
Had a
Banquet.
Fourth Year
Had a
Dance.
And let the
Lord be
Thank ’it,
That Mac Hall
Took a chance.
And that
Said the Editor (wiping
the sweat off his brow)
is
THAT!
Further details:—
Banquet—Wed., Nov. 4, 6.30-8.30
p.m. in the Cafeteria.
Dance—Wed. Nov. 14, 8.30-11.30.
p.m. in the Vet. College.
Dag of Reckoning—
The Morning After.

—

Last scene of all that ends this
this strange eventful history—
Dies Irae

—

Doomsday.
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Mr. Pepy’s at Macdonald Hall
October 30, 1925.
Up betimes, and to studies before
breakfast, for to-day is the festivity of
Hallowe’en. After breakfast comes my
tailor and laundry man with my newly
pressed suit and starched shirt, which
1 am to wear at this evening’s enter¬
tainment at Macdonald Hall.
Much
merriment at supper this evening in
the dining hall, for Miss McKiel had
made great preparations for our enter¬
tainment. The cowled lights did throw
reflective glows upon the gaily decor¬
ated tables. I did admire the dainty
tripping waiting maids in their Hallewe en caps and aprons, who did serve
to us dainty morsels of cold ham and
pumpkin tarts. Right merry was the
supper, and it did put us in good hu¬
mor for the party this evening. After
supper to dress and so to Macdonald
Hall, wl tere I found an atmosphere of
great festivity, the vestibule, the with¬
drawing rooms, the corridors, and the
two, dancing halls looking mighty gay
with their decorations of black and

orange; the cowled lights throwing fan¬
tastic shadows on the grotesque witches
and their attendant satellites, the owls
and Hack cats.
The company was
numerous, many gallant men and fair
ladi;Avhom I did greatly admire in
their gowns, the latest fashion. I did
observe that a number of ladies had
adopted the new creation in hair dress¬
ing, which my wife thought mightily
becoming, but we did have difference
upon this matter, which did not please
me
I was glad to welcome so many
eld friends of former years back again
for the festive occasion.
The music
was mighty good, and right heartily did
we join in all the dances. The moon
valses with our own special partners
were right loyally indulged in. Sup¬
per was served in good style at
Aggies’ Coffee House nearby, after
which we continued dancing in a great
spirit of merriment until past mid¬
night, and so home and to bed, mightily
pleased that we had all enjoyed our¬
selves.

THE CONVERSAT.
liie Conversat will be held in the College Dining Hall on February 5,
1926. I rank MorwicK is in charge of invitations. All ex-students wishing to
attend kindly communicate with him.
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O.A.C. LOSE ROUND TO ST MIKE’S,

22-10

The game ended with the St. Mike’s

The college, after stepping through
their

division

mediate

of the

forts, but were not able to score again.

Western Inter¬

Intercollegiate

group,

were

eliminated from the championship race

on the heavy end of the score, but feel¬
ing that it was hardly heavy enough to
invade the camp of the “Aggies.”
The

return game with

St. Mike’s

of Toronto.

was played on a heavy, muddy field,

The first game of the home and home

which in a measure slowed the teams

series was played at Rosedale field, To¬

down a bit though at times our visitors

ronto, St. Mike’s gained, a lead of 2,

seemed to thrive on it, judging from the

points, winning the game by 4-2.

speed and precision of some of their

by St. Michael’s College,

The field was in terribly poor shape,

plays.

and

“Nig” Be Bel, the pioneer construc¬

In the first half the

tor of St. Michael’s College champion¬

college team were dazed and it seemed

ship aspirations, was as usual with the

impossible for them to get going,. They

team an the backfield.

were continually

thing he used to be, plus a little bit

being heavy and sticky on
frozen underneath.

bucking

top

the

whole

He was every¬

length of the field and were extremely

more.

lucky in not having their line crossed.

Irishman,

It was in this half that St. Mike’s ob¬

cost,us one touch, and he was instru¬

tained their 4 points by kicking.

mental in

The second half was entirely differ%/

ent.

The team put their old' snap into

Failure to hold
particularly

the

slippery

on end

getting most

runs,

of the other

points.
“Cut”-Wilson played a good game

it and had St. Mike’s on the run be¬

for us; his booting was

fore the game was over.

elicited considerable comment from the

They- secured

superb

and

2 points in this half, and but.for the

large crowd cf spectators.

most abominable ill-luck

have

sponsible for the play that made our

had three more: “Art” Wilson kicked

touch possible, and was, without excep¬

a beautiful drop kick from 45 yards

tion the star on the field.

would

was re¬

out, which was perfectly placed between

The game had hardly got under way

the bars, but dropped down just, soon

when Lowrev/of the visitors, dropped

enough to hit the cross-bar and bounce

over a field goal to start the scoring.

back onto the field, striking a college

Then, to make matters worse, a punt

man, thus giving ,St.. Mike’s possession

was dropped by our backfield, and St.

from where the college had kicked.

Mike’s steam roller machine went over

This would have been enough to ruin

for a touch.

This was an unfortunate

the morale of any team, but the college

break, and for a moment seemed to de¬

continued the game with renewed ef¬

moralize the team, but they came back

€

3

From left to right:—Griffiths, le Maistre, Hart, Richardson, Lory, Thompson, Lewis, Graham, Donald,
Kendrick, Roxburgh, Bamforth, Wilson, McKendrick, Hodgins, Fisher, McEwan, Pugh, Smith, Wharry, Silcox
Lemieux (manager).

THE FIRST RUGBY TEAM.
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fighting strong.
When on the Irish forty-yard line
“Art” Wilson pulled a fake punt and
got around the end for thirty-five
yards, and on the second down Hodgins was called back off the line and
went over for a touch.
Le Bel made up for this touch short¬
ly i.Verwards when the play was on
our thirty-yard line, by getting away
on an end run and scored his team’s
second touch.
The teams both gained a few points
by rouges in the second half, but our
boys found St. Mike’s too fast to gain
mu Hi on, and the visitors came out on
the long end of an 18 to 8 score.

0. A. C. VS. SARNIA
O.A.C. visited Sarnia on Monday,
Nov. 11th, to play an exhibition game
with the locals.
The game was played on a semifrozen muck field, but in spite of this
it was a very fair exhibition of Rugby,
clean sportsmanship and muddy men.
During the first half the O.A.C. line
held the onslaughts of the Sarnia men
admirably.
By some effective bucks
and end runs thev twice came within
striking distance, scoring both times.
In the second half, Sarnia came back
with a great spurt. After a spectacular
run by one of the full backs they just
managed to squeeze over a touch down.
They scored one other point during the
game.
The final score was 6 to 2 in favor
of Sarnia.
«/

HARRIERS WIN INTERFACULTY
CHAMPIONSHIP
Once more our distance runners de¬
monstrated their superiority over the
other faculties of the University of
Toronto by winning the Inter faculty
Harrier meet at Toronto on Oct. 31st.
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Last year they won by only 2 points,
but this year they had it over their
nearest rivals, “Meds.”’ by 17 points.
Banks, ’29, the first of the college
men to finish, crossed the line in fourth,
place, followed closely by Stan Wilson:
in sixth place. “Coe” Cowan and Fer¬
guson, both of ’28, finished tenth and
twelfth, respectively.
“Joey” Whit¬
more, ’26, finished fourteenth, and Kerr,
'29, sixteenth.
Considering the large
en.ry list, which numbered well over
one hundred, the showing our boys
made was quite remarkable and they
deserve great credit.
According to Manager Morwick, the
boys all finished strong and many fine
compliments were passed on the con¬
dition of the O.A.C. team, and the
strong races that they put up.
All
this year's team, with the exception
of Joe Whitmore, will be back next
year and we are looking forward to
carrying off the cup for the sixth time
in succession. Here’s hoping..
An effort is being made to form a
track club in the college for the purpose
of holding the men together during
the winter season, so that they might
take part in the indoor meets at Toron¬
to and Hamilton. There is some great
materia] in the College at present,
which, if developed, would surely place
0. A. C. on the track map. We believe
that the formation of a club is a step
toward that end.

SOCCER
0. A. C. at Toronto 1-1
The front campus, U. of T. was the
scene of the first game that the' Aggies
played this season. A fast game was
staged for the benefit of too few sup¬
porters.
Starting against the wind, the Aggies
ably defended their goal—Walker, in
goal, making some nice saves.
The
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line,

score.

play

cidentally touched the ball within the

pretty well concentrated on the Aggies’

penalty area, and Devins beat "Walker

goal.

for Dent’s second goal.

Dent’s had a strong

full-back

Sevan starring, who kept

the

The period ended 1-0 for Dent’s.

A few minutes later Medd ac¬

This seemed

of

to spur the home team on. Cruiksliank

action was reversed to the Dental side

and Betts made a combined attack, but

of the field, the Aggie forwards pound¬

Hutchinson

ing incessantly against the almost im¬

ever Stewart was right there and beat

pregnable Dental defense.

him on the rebound with a beautiful

In the second period the

scene

Many times

a goal seemed inevitable, and by some
action of fate was missed.

Bett rather

shot.

scored

beautifully;

how¬

The period ended 2 all.

Both teams came back strong in the

disappointed the fans when he missed a

second period.

splendid

on a

in shooting, and only the snappy work

However, he scored the

by Hutchinson in goal prevented them

opportunity

penalty kick.

to score

only goal made in the period.

The

game ended a tie, score 1-1.

Our men had hard luck

from getting two or three goals.

The

Dent full-back made a foul, and it sure

The O.A.C. had a heavier team, with
considerably more condition.

But the

nJ

looked like a

goal,

but

Hutchinson

saved Bett’s kick, also turning away

stellar playing of the Dental full-backs

the rebound.

was responsible for the Aggies failing

much in the visitors’ quarters, but our

to score in the last period.

forwards could not find the goal. Dent's

Play was

kept

pretty

made one or two rushes, only to be

The Return Game, 2 2

turned back by Thompson and Hunter.

The Dentals and O.A.C. met for the

In the dying moments of the game our

second game of the semi-finals on the

forwards were around the Dent goal

college

like hornets, but the horseshoes surely

campus,

Thursday,

Nov.

19.

Despite a muddy field the play was fast

were with the molar extractors.

and exciting throughout.

urally play got a little rough in the

For the first

Nat¬

few minutes play was up and down the

last

field, but O.A.C. launched an attack

were handed out, but most of them were

and Le Maistre shot a beautiful one

legal; the referee, however, kept them

over the goalie’s head

in check and handled the game to the

counter.

for the

first

The Dent's were quick to re¬

taliate and in short order evened the

period.

Some

satisfaction iof

stiff body checks

everyone.

The

final

gong found the score still tied, 2-2.

“THE COLLEGE ROYAL”
The second annual College Royal will be held at the O.A.C. on January
15tlr 1925. Last year this event was a decided success. This year it prom¬
ises to be bigger and better than ever, as the executive are sparing no effort
to make it a real live show.
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A Challenge to Graduates in
Home Economics
By a “Graduate.”
Economics
graduates
ihaven’t realized their whole
possibilities. They have taught
the .girl to make good biscuits, when
the problem is to teach her to raise a
family on a small salary.” This state¬
ment was made by Mr. Allen, of the
U. S. A. Federal Board of Education at
a meeting held recently in Detroit.
£( T

IOME

Have we realized that Home Econo¬
mics is not merely a science of produc¬
tion in the home? That it is not only
a science of cooking food, of making
clothes and of keeping the house clean,
hut that it is a science of consumption
in the home or the utilization of time
and money for the best personal and
social development. Is it true that we
have been so overcome with details that
we have lost sight of the real problem?
Have we spent relatively too much time
on recipes rather than on principles?
In these days of ‘eating-out’ have we
helped girls to choose wisely from the
menu card? Have we established stand¬
ards of furnishing and standards of
living without true regard to the fin¬
ancial end of the job? Have we given
too much discussion on the value of an
ideal rather than knowledge of how
to adapt the ideal to her definite econo¬
mic need and income? Have too many

food courses given too much attention
and too much emphasis to imported
and rare foods rather than given
special attention to the use of our
home grown products? (In many Can¬
adian homes do we not find tables
laden with imported fruits and foods.
The economic condition should be kept
clearly in mind, we should encourage
and teach the use of home grown pro¬
ducts.) Have we given enough em¬
phasis to the need of clothing rather
than to creating a desire for new and
attractive clothing? What are our
aims and what are our goals? Do we
want skilled technicians or do we want
a true appreciation of home life.
Mrs. Ellen Richards once said, “the
value of Home Economics shall be
measured by its effect on the standards
of the living of the people.” What
are we doing? Our students will mould
the homes of the future, our students
will bequeath to the next generation
the health which makes for physical
development and physical perfection.
Shall we stop in our community before
every undernourished child is up to
normal and until every child in our
community knows the best ways of
keeping up to normal?
We should aim, 1. To train girls in
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wise economy; waste occurs in a failure

home in which she lives and to develop

to want things which have a true value,

an appreciation and respect for wo¬

in a failure to secure the thing wanted

man’s work.

at the lowest price, and in a failure to

use of leisure.

use things efficiently to realize the in¬

as well as to know the reasons why, to

tended satisfaction.

a

2.

To teach girls

degree

4.
5.

To teach

the

wise

To train girls to do,

commensurate

with

their

and women the principles of healthful

needs.

living for themselves

com¬

maintenance of the best type of home

Home Economics has a defi-

and family life in our community, be¬

nite contribution to make to the health

lieving them to be vital forces in the

programme of a community, both from

establishment of good citizenship.

munity.

and

the

the preventitive aspect of good feeding
and from the relation
health).

of

clothing to

No other graduates

are

as

well equipped to teach nutrition to boys
and girls, to teach personal hygiene or
t-o.teach the relation of home sanitation

We should also aim towards the

We

have had a training that many cannot
have and which many will not have
an opportunity of getting.

The

re¬

turns from our splendid education will
be very small indeed, if we do not see

To develop in girls the

the larger meaning of Home Economics.

right attitude towards home and family

We have it in our power to give rich

life; to develop a feeling of responsi¬

gifts to the profession of home-making,

bility towards the maintenance of the

if our aims are realized.

to health.

3.

Life’s Little Tragedy
Owing to the fact that life in gen¬

refer.

That

affects

the

body

only.

eral, and lectures, in particular, take

The experience which I will relate is

more or less of a serious form, I de¬

much more painful than that.

cided that it was my duty to make the

Not more than two weeks ago it all

five minutes you spend reading this,

happened.

five minutes in which you would not

pressed with apartment duties at the

have to concentrate on the serious side

time and was feeling that the Gods

of life.

The

were not being very kind to at least

of

one of their followers, when one of the

anything

girls asked me to appear at a certain

Alas, for my resolution!

condition under which this
words were planned

were

flow

I was being rather sorely

but conducive to any form of levity,

studio on Saturday morning.

for they were planned in the basement

plastic expression was to be wreathed

of Macdonald Hall, where I was doing

in a smile, suitable for printing. Usu¬

the

ally such an occasion demands previous

sordid

and

serious

business

of

My usual

bending over a laundry tub—washing

preparation in the form

of

clothes.

and other aids to beauty.

On account

On account of these aforementioned

marcels

of my household duties, nothing was

conditions, I decided to tell you about

further from my mind

the most painful experience of my life.

beauty.

Your mind will iat once revert to the

in aids to “feeding the family.”

laundry tub, and justly so, for that is
painful, but it is not that to which I

than

aids to

I was so much more interested

Anyway I left the family long enough
to dash down to

the

studio.

After
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being swathed in a forbidding black

ful subject, but now that I have started,

gown a man came out and said, “Are

I must go on.

you the first victim?”

of my life came on the following Tues¬

what a victim was

I had no idea

supposed

The painful experience

to be>

day, in the form of a small, brown en¬

but immediately appeared as victim¬

velope, containing several likenesses of

ized as possible.

myself.

The

transformation

was most simple.

I assure you that I will re¬

ceive nothing but pity from people who

I was at once taken to a room and

peruse the year book

in the future.

placed on a chair in the middle of the

Furthermore, it has had the disastrous

room in front of a mirror.

effect of causing me to lose faith in

Not

an

ordinary mirror, I assure you, Which

my

tends to relieve you

your

How can I have confidence in a man

particular style of beauty, but one of

who longs for the subtle power to “see

those mirrors that make your face look

ourselves as others see us!”

so plump, your eyes like little slits, and

more respect have I for the man who

your nose—but far be it from me to

extols the blissful state of ignorance.

regarding

dwell on the drastic

friend,

Bobbie

Burns.

So much

of that

If any of you have had this same

My spirits

painful experience I hope that these

were at once dampened.

No one could

few lines will be a source of comfort

possibly smile nor feel

at ease under

to you as they have been to me since

mirror.

effects

old-time

It did its worst.

this circumstance.

that fateful Tuesday.

After having me twist my neck and
body to an extent that would make any
member of the serpent family marvel
and envy, this man told me I might go.
The proofs would be ready on Tues¬
day.

“Love not me for comely grace,
For my pleasing eye or face,
Nor for my outward part:
For these may fail or turn to ill:
And love me still but know not why.

Truly, I hate to dwell on this pain¬

G. R. HART.

Something About Pupil Work
One’s pupil work in a hospital is

The question

arises.

How

shall I

regarded as the last lap, as it were, on

choose?

the road

independence.

a course is going to fit your needs until

After a few short months spent there

you have tried it, but it is safer to go to

one expc ots to be capable of taking

some large hospital where you know

over any institution, large

Macdonald grads, have gone before and

to

complete

or

small,

amid the joyful acclaim of the inmates.
Whether this becomes the case de¬
pend ; a great deal upon the hospital in

It is impossible to know how

found to be satisfactory.

They can tell

you what they got out of their courses.
Victoria

Hospital,

London,

is

the

which you take your pupil work. Every

third largest in Canada, though in the

dietitian has a different idea regarding

States it would be considered a very

what should be included in the course

moderate size.

and the value of this part of our train¬

an assistant and accepts pupils.

ing will depend largely upon the inter¬

describing the work of the pupils there

est which the dietitian takes in that

it might be well to say something about

part of her work..

the organization.

It employs a dietitian,
Before
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The kitchens are on the third floor
and are divided into three divisions. 1
the main kitchen, 2, the pastry kitchen,
3. the diet kitchen. With the first two
the pupil dietitian has very little con¬
tact.
The main kitchen is managed by a
chef who supervises the preparation of
all the food for the patients on the
public wards, and also the cooking of
the soups and meats for the private
patients.
In the diet kitchen stands the dieti¬
tian’s desk.
There she oversees the
cooking of food for the private pa¬
tients and the special diets such as
Diabetic Low Protein or Salt Free.
From this kitchen the extras, such as
special orders of fruit, olives or let¬
tuce, 'celery and tomatoes, are sent to
the wards.
Different parts of the work are done
at different tables in the diet kitchen.
There is a special table where one who
is arranging the trays for the Diabetics,
another for the extras for the wards
and the other special diets, a third for
the .desserts for the private patients.
This is the work which is done by the
nurses in training and the pupil dieti¬
tians, if there happen to be any.

The

weak point in this arrangement is this.
The dietitian may be asked to do any
of those things, but the nurses work

only on the diabetic table or the extras,
and if there is only one pupil dietitian
the chances; are that she will make
desserts nearly the whole time that
she is in the diet kitchen.
The pupil at the Victoria also spends
a variable amount of time in the milk
room over at the Children’s Hospital,
where she learns how to prepare protein
milk, butter soup, and other good
things. Here the time spent in the milk
room may be as short as a week,
whereas at the Sick Children’s in- To¬
ronto each pupil spends one month of
a three months’ course in this depart¬
ment.
The Victoria differs from the large
hospitals in the States in that the
pupils are not instructed in the plan¬
ning of diets. At St. Luke’s the pupil
plans the menus for her patients each
afternoon and prepares them the next
morning. The pupil at Victoria knows
no more about this when she leaves
than when she enters.
What the pupil dietitian learns at
Victoria Hospital depends upon her¬
self. If she is interested she may learn
much about the equipment of a hospi¬
tal, the amount of space needed for
kitchens, the amount and kind of help
necessary and the amounts of different
dishes which are served to a given
number of people, and lastly she will
learn a lot about custard desserts.

Those Dem. Damns
For the benefit of those to whom the
title of this discourse might seem un¬
intelligible, let me explain that the
first word is an abbreviation for ‘‘de¬
monstration,” and the second word
merely a corruption of the first—at
least the two words have become inter¬
changeable (especially in the minds of
seniors), and when pronounced care¬

lessly and expelled suddenly, will fit
either context.
To illustrate, we often hear a re¬
mark like this—“I wish to goodness I
had that dem. plan off my chest!” or
Dem ! how I loathe that word.’ ’ Fits
in beautifully with the mood of the
demonstrator, doesn’t it, demonstrator?
The demonstrator, by the way, up
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to the moment of demming (pronounce
carefully this time), has always been
i oted for her unimpeachable integrity
and disarming frankness, but as soon
as she faces her pseudo audience of
mothers, or any other pseudo audience,
she lies horribly and moreover does it
glibly—yes, we confess we’re guilty,
too. To cite a specific example, one
demonstrator’s subject matter took this
form:
“You see these two puddings, ladies.
This one (a flat, soggy, sad affair, that
requires considerable effort to hold
above the heads of the audience), was
made with general disregard of all the
basic principles I’ve so carefully given
you. The other one (a diaphonous
creation of air and froth), was made
according to the method I urge you to
use
One can see that the comparison
makes a deep impression on the
mothers—perhaps they recognize in
pudding No. 1 the result of many of
their own efforts. But, mothers, let us
whisper (we’re probably caty, but we
feel it is in the interests of Household
Science ithat you know the truth).
Pudding No. 1 was made exactly as
it should be (you remember the flat
one), while pudding No. 2 was thrown
together in a desperate, brow-sweating
effort to recapture the Magic Art.
(It always did worry us that day
that those mothers were so easily
duped.) But for those who have never
heard a dem. demmed—we should have
explained this in the beginning—it
consists of a wordy explanation of the
correct method of making certain ap¬
petizing dishes in the family where
money is scarce and the family abund¬
ant; together with the actual display of
the aforementioned dishes on a table
in front of the demonstrator. And then
there is a brown screen behind which
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—but that’s a dem. secret, and unless
you have gone through the mill your¬
self, that brown screen remains simply
—a brown screen.
But we’re forgetting the purpose for
which this is written—to straighten
the path for future victims. A suc¬
cessful demonstration consists merely in
following conscientiously a few rules.
In order of increasing importance they
are::—
1. Don’t choose your subject until
you have to—otherwise it gives you too
many chances to change your mind,
and incidentally the neatness of the
bulletin sheet.
2. Forget to hand in your dem. plan
till at least two days late—it prejudices
your critic teacher.
3. Forget, also, to have your requi¬
sitions in on time—it’ll take an hour or
so to explain to the authorities the
reason for so doing.
4. Do not prepare any appetizing
dishes till an hour before the demon¬
stration—it does away with the neces¬
sity of displaying them to an admiring
audience.
5. Be careful to vibrate the hands
and arms (as if afflicted with palsy),
during the whole process—it enlists the
sympathy of the audience.
6. Forget to turn out the coal-oil
stove—a fluffy black smoke will soon
permeate the room.
7. In displaying the variations, leave
any evident dust on the serving dishes
—it adds materially to their attractive¬
ness.
8. Be sure (and this is most import¬
ant) to do your fibbing with a bland
countenance—it never fails to deceive
the audience..
9. Lastly—return all borrowed ar¬
ticles to the wrong rooms—the guilty
parties are always caught.
D. G. M.
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The Student Volunteer Conference
On October 25th, three of us from
Guelph were privileged

to

attend

a

Student Volunteer Conference at Osha-

Returned missionaries brought

out

such vivid pictures of conditions, espe¬
cially in India and China, and, at the
same time, impressed upon the confer¬

wa.
The Student Volunteers is an organi¬
zation of students who are interested
in' promoting the work of home and
foreign missions.

In fact the majority

of the members are students who have
already decided to spend

of the right calibre in these countries.
The personality of the speakers, coupled
with the enthusiasm of the students pre¬
sent, could not help but inspire one.
Even if we have no Student Volunteer

lives

Movement in our college this year, it

Queen's,

is a movement which is worthy of our

McGill, Toronto, Western, Ontario Vet¬

support and sympathy and should have

erinary College and

a place among our

wiorking in foreign

fields.

their

ence the great need for men and women

Macdonald

Hall

CATERING MADE EASY

NOTES
An announcement which will be of
special interest to the Seniors is that
of the appointment of Miss Mayme C.
Kay, ’13, to succeed Miss McNally as
Methods.

and

Extension

Miss Kay is a graduate of

Macdonald Institute and was on the
staff of the North Bay Normal School
for eight years.

She obtained her de¬

gree Master of Arts from McMaster
University last June.

She will begin

her work here the first of January.
We regret to announce

that

Miss

Frances M.. McNally, instructor in Nor¬
mal and extension Methods, is about to
leave the college.

activities.

Let’s think about it, students!

were all represented.

instructor in Normal

college

Miss McNally has

accepted the position of Director of the
Home Economics Department of Aca¬
dia University, Wolfville. N. S.

The

Methusaleh ate what he found on his
plate,
And never as people do now,
Did he note the amount of the caloric
count—■
He ate it because it was chow.
He wasn’t disturbed as at dinner he
sat
Destroying a roast or a pie,
To think it was lacking in granular fat,
Or a couple of vitamins shy.
He cheerfully chewed every species of
food,
Untroubled by worries or fears
Lest his health might be hurt by some
fancv dessert—
And he lived

over

nine

vears.

«/

—Galt Evening Reporter.

University of Acadia is to be congratu¬
lated on obtaining the services of such
an efficient and inspiring instructor.

Farmer’s A. B. C/s
Thev sow their P.’s,

Did you ever—throw a lemon against
a synagogue and watch

the

Jews

—Read the

“Thundering

Isnore Wildlv?

And hive their B.’s,
Shear their U.’s,
Shoot their Q.’s,

(juice) run out?
Herd,” by

hundred

Feed their ’N.’s,
Then take their E.’s.
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MACKAY—LIPHARDT
__

tened to a -wreath of orange blossoms

r

and she carried a shower bouquet of

On Wednesday, at 8.30 a.m., a Sep¬
tember wedding of interest took place
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Lip-

Ophelia roses.
Little Gladys Owen made a dainty
flower maiden.

hardt, when their daughter, Mary Wen-

Mrs. R. Maconachie, of Lindsay, Ont.,

onah, was united in marriage to J. W.

and cousin of the bride, made a charm-

Mackay, of the Government civil ser¬

ing matron..

vice at Ottawa, and only son of Mrs.

&

Miss Jean Corsan acted as bridesmaid

Mackay and the late Mr.. Mackay of

and carried pink and white roses.

that city.

Alfred Griner, of Toronto, supported

Rev. W. F. Burns, of the

United 'Church, officiated.
The bride’s gown

of

the groom.
white

ivory

While the bridal party was signing

crepe, with silver trimmings and hand

the register,

made satin flowers, was very effective,

“Because.”

with its train of the

Mr.

same

Mrs.

A.

Watson

sang

material

Mr., and Mrs. Mackay left on the

faced with pale pink crepe and wreath

westbound train for Spokane and coast

of orange blossoms at right hand cor¬

cities before returning to their home in

ner.

Ottawa.

Her veil was of filmy tulle fas¬

A Co-ed’s Idea of Animal Husbandry.
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With the arrival of another Christ¬

have prevented me.

Arou were in Eur¬

mas and hhe editing of another Christ¬

ope last year when I left Canada, so

mas number of the Review, we are re¬

did not see you before coming out to

minded of the onward march of the

this corner of the world.

years.

the

the activities of the Apiculture Dept,

Christmas vacations which made the

through the columns of the Review and

only important break in the work of the

the agricultural papers which we get

college year.

here.

Our minds turn back

to

Many of us still take a

I still follow

The latest bit of news that has

few days respite from the arduous toils

come to my attention is about the new

of our various pursuits, and thus re¬

law in Ontario about beekeepers regis¬

new our retrospect of life.

Let me

tration.

suggest that a few minutes

of

a new chemical treatment for A. F. B.,

this

I also saw something about

joyous season of giving may be spent

developed by the Bact. Dept.

I would

in writing us a letter.

like some information about

that as

In no other wav

will you so effectively pass on the re¬

the newspapers described it as being

membrance of old acquaintanceship.

something absolutely

A

New Year greeting from every reader
would be much appreciated by all the
other readers of the Old Boys column.
We wish you all A Merry Christmas
and a Happy

and

Prosperous

New

Year.

new*

although

thev did not mention its nature.
«/

I have an apiary of fifteen colonies of
which I am rather proud.

It is prob¬

ably the only one in Anatolia which is
carried on in the modern way.
There is one man (an American) in
Constantinople, who has bees in Lang-

We are indebted to Prof. Millen for

stroth hives, but -being on the border

the following letter sent to him by H.

rj.d practically in Europe, his apiary

B. Disbrowe, B.S.A., Class

hardly counts as Anatolian.

’23.

Mr.

Disbrowe is on the staff of the Inter¬
national College at Smyrna.
August 28, 1925.

All my supplies have been made by
native

carpenters and

although they

are hardly as nice as those you turn

Prof. F. E. Millen, O.A.C., Guelph, Out.

out on the saw table at the college, they

Dear Prof. Millen,—I have intended

are quite good enough for all practical

dropping you a line for some time, but
somehow press of work and a few other
reasons which are always cropping up,

purposes.
My work here, although it keeps me
fairly busy, is very interesting.

I am
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the director and entire staff of an agri¬

Palestine earty next year.

cultural school, which is run in connec¬

seven young chaps here at the college,

tion with the above college.

and we usually take our trips together,

I have

There are

only four students at present, but ex¬

tramp fashion.

pect an additional eight when the new

deck on the steamers and third class on

term opens next month.

the trains, but as ‘‘We are Seven,” its

The course is

entirely a practical one and embraces
all farm operations in the field, dairy,
apiary, etc.

Ail the farm work is car¬

ried on by the boys themselves.

I have

This

usually

means

not at all uncomfortable.
I think I have

given you all the

news which may interest you, so will
ring off.

I hope that you have not for¬

two tractors and a thresher, reapers

gotten me and that you will drop me

and all other common farm machinery.

a line sometime.

My dairy herd consists of five speci¬
mens of cow

that

resemble

a

cross

Please

convey

my

good wishes to Miss Hamilton, Jarvis,
Dyce and the others.

I would be glad

between a water buffalo and a giraffe.

to hear from any of them.

I am importing two

that members of the ’23 bee class still

Holstein-Fresian

cows and a bull from

America

this

autumn, so hope they will bolster up my
dairy resources a bit.

I suppose

come to Guelph occasionally.

News of

them is always of interest to me.

The cows here

Sincerely yours,

compare favorably with the goats re¬

H.. B. Disbrowe.

garding milk production.
'When a Turk goes to milk his cow
he takes the calf along with him.

We would Tike to draw the attention

He

of Alumni readers to some articles ap¬

sits down and, taking the calf’s head

pearing in this edition from some of

under his

a

our graduates who are at present hold¬

He then

ing important positions in their various

arm,

allows it

to

couple of pulls at the cow.

take

snatches the calf away and milks furi¬
ously for a few minutes.
the cow discovers the

As soon as

deception she

fields of endeavor.
They are as follows:
One

by

Dr.

I.

Christie,

who

is

holds her milk and then the man has

Director of the Purdue University Ag¬

to let the calf have another turn.

This

ricultural Experiment Station and the

obtained

Department of Agricultural Extension,

goes on until the man

has

about a quart of milk, at which time he

Lafayette,

usually gives up the battle and permits

Howes, ’ll, Dean of Agriculture in the

the calf to take what is left.

I have

University of Alberta, Edmonton. One

had a lot of trouble in breaking our

by Jim Short, 23, who is with the Do¬

cows and men of this habit.

The men

minion Department of Agriculture, En¬

on the whole were more stubborn than

tomological Branch, Ottawa; and one

the cows, but I finally succeeded

by J. Walter Jones, ’o9, of Charlotte¬

and

Indiana.

One

by

E. A.

now they get the milk in the usual way

town, P.E.I.

without the assistance of the calves.

whose name appears on our list of ath¬

I have had some very interesting trips

letic records.

and experiences in my first year out

far beyond the possibilities of modern

here and am glad that I took advantage

aspirants as far as his record of 124 ft.

of the

I

6 inches for the 16 lb. hammer, and 36ft.

visited Constantinople last spring and

T1/^ inches for the 16 lb. shot are con¬

I intend to take a trip to Egypt and

cerned. He is now owner of Bunbury

opportunity to

come

out.

This is the J. W. Jones
His records appear to be
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Farm, and breeds Holstein cattle and

picture

Silver and Black Foxes.

classes in the pavilion when he, with

was produced the

On this farm

world's

champion

producer and show cow, Countess Abbekerk Hiemke, which sold to Raymondale Farms for a very large
money.

His

enviable record.

officiating

at

judging

Prof. Day, was on the Animal Hus¬
bandry Department at the college.
Dr. Cieelman was in his usual genial

of

form and gave a very tempting picture

an

of the life of luxury and ease which he

In 1924 he showed 7

is enjoying on his farm in the Niagara

foxes

also

sum

him

have

pups at the Royal in Toronto and won

district.

Trophy,

During the evening solos were ren¬

best male of 1924 Trophy and the best

dered by W .A. Young, Prof. Black¬

female of 1924 Trophy.

wood and George Raithby.

the World’s Champion

Pup

The following is a list of those preOn Tuesday, November 10th, in the

se't, together with their year and, as

Cafeteria of the 0. A. C. dining hall,

far as possible, their present address

the Alumni Association held a banquet.

ana position:

Fifty-seven members were present. The

J. B. Reynolds,

ceremonies began at 6.15, with Presi¬

Agronomy Dept., O.A.C.—Dr. C. A.

dent Reynolds presiding.

The

chief

speakers were Prof. G. E. Day, R. W.
Wade and ex-President Creelman. Prof.

Conkey, ’17.
Animal Husbandry Dept., 0. A. C.—
Prof. Wade

mal Husbandry at the College.

Steekley,

chief reference was to the Ontario Ag¬
ricultural Representatives’ service and

0. A. C.

Zavitz, ’88; A. W. Mason, '05; 0. Mc-

Day was for 25 years Professor of Ani¬
His

President

Toole,

’ll;

Prof. J. C.

’ll; Prof. R. G. Knox,

George Raithby, ’22.
Poultry Dept., O.A.C.—Prof. W. R.

the hold the Agricultural Representa¬

Graham, ’94; Prof. Marcellus,

tives were getting on the young people

B. Smith, ’23; E. H. Marston, ’23.

of the Province.

He thought it pos¬

’20;

Economics

’ll; J.

Dept., 0. A. C. — Prof.

sible that the falling off in the attend¬

Leitch, ’05; Prof. Colquette, T5; G. H.

ance at the college might be in no small

Edwards, ’21; Joe Coke, ’ll, '16.

degree attributed to the short course

Apiculture Dept., O.A.C.—Prof. Mil-

work being carried on throughout the

len, T3; G. L. Jarvis, ’21; J. R. Kirk,

counties by this group of

’23..

men,

and

that, while the students were not ac¬
tually

attending

the

college,

yet

Physics Dept., O.A.C.—Prof. Black¬
wood; R. R. Graham,

’12.

through this medium the influence of

Biology Dept., O.A.C.—Prof. Ceasar,

the college was being felt in a wider

’08; Prof. Baker, ’ll; Dr.. Stone; Dick

nHd than in years previous.

Sands, '15 ;W. G. Evans, ’06.

R. W. Wade, secretary of the Guelph
Winter Fair, was somewhat reminis¬
cent and recalled the days at college
when students smoked in private, drank
more openly and boasted about their
particular church.

“Bob,”

while

as

old as the college is as full of life and
vim as any student now attending, and
many of his hearers that night could

Dept, of English, O.A.C.—Prof. G. H.
Fnwin, ’09; R. E. Balsh, ’23.
Dairy Dept.,

O.A.C.—H.

A. Small-

field, ’21.
Archie Porter, ’20, Registrar of Col¬
lege.
D. F. Adams, ’23, ’25, Athletic

In¬

structor, O.A.C.
Agricultural Representatives Service
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-—R. S. Duncan, '06, Director, Toronto;

Dr.. G. C. Creelman, ’88; G. A. Rob¬

J. A. Carroll, T4, Asst. Director, To¬

ertson, ’95; J. B. Fairbairn, ’05; Jim

ronto ;

Creelman, ’15.

Chas.

Buchannan,

Tl,

St.

The above four are all

Thomas, Elgin County; Ralph Clemens,

engaged in fruit farming in the Vine-

T3, Arthur, Wellington County; C. M.

land and St. Catharines vicinity.

Meek, ’22, Carp, Carlton County; A. H.
Martin, ’24, Arthur, Asst. Wellington
County; J. Y. Kellough ’25,

Clinton,

Asst. Huron County.
Dominion Seed

Branch—Chas.

Pal¬

Wright, ’12.
Experimental Farm at Ridgetown, Ont.
R. W. Wade,
Toronto.

D. C. McArthur, ’21, is with the To¬
G. B. Hood, ’20, is with the Canadian
Countryman.
J. C. Neale, ’IT, is with the Ontario

W. R. Reek, TO, is Director of the

Branch,

Advocate, of London.
ronto Globe.

mer, ’ll; P. M. Overholt, ’18; W. H.

Stock

Harold Fry, T4, is with the Farmer’s

’05, is with the Live
Parliament

Buildings,

He is also secretary of the

Guelph Winter Fair.

Farmer. .
W. E. Hamilton, ’26, is engaged in
Life Insurance work, with headquarters
in Guelph.
D. A. Andrew, Tl, ’27, W. A. Young,
’26, at present students in College.

Prof. G. E. Day, ’93, is secretary of

The meeting broke up at 8 o’clock,

the Dominion Shorthorn Breeders’ As¬

after which small groups continued to

sociation.

discuss old times.

Annual Joint Dinner of O. A. C. Provincial
Alumni and C. S. T. A.
About 140 attended the annual joint

Days.”

The screening of a flag fight,

dinner of the O.A.C. Provincial Alumni

the opening of the Memorial Hall and

Association and the Western Ontario

other college activities, inspired con¬

group of the C.S.T.A., held at the King

flicting emotions. From memories of un¬

Edward Hotel, Toronto, on Wednesday,

sophisticated freshmen days, thoughts

November 18.

turned to those who had given every¬

More from the college

would possibly have been present, ex¬

thing in the great struggle.

cept that a change in the date of Stunt

The film provided by

the

Ontario

Night made the latter event come on

Bureau of Motion Pictures was ably

the same evening.

supported by cartoons from the pen of

Brief addresses by Dean Howes,

of

the College of Agriculture, Lmiversity
of Alberta, and Hon. John Martin, On¬

Dan McArthur and ditties by W. H.
(Ichabod) Wright.
After

congratulating the

O. A.

tario Minister of Agriculture, were fol¬

on winning the

lowed by mirth-inspiring reminiscences

judging contest at the

by Dr. G. C. Creelman and Prof. W. R.

Fair. Dean Howes told a few

Graham.

things they were doing at the Alberta

The programme

was

con¬

inter-collegiate

C.

Royal

stock

Winter
of

the

cluded with a film of the O.A.C., shown

College of Agriculture.

through the courtesy of that noted pro¬

A. C., it was a facultv within the Uni-

ducer, George Patton.

versity.

This picture was

Unlike the O.

Nor were the Aggies shown

right in line with the main theme of

up under a poor light by this arrange¬

the

ment.

programme,

that

of

“ College

They were leaders in university
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life, holding many of the high offices.

Agricultural

In this connection he

those

stated that some criticized the Agri¬

present that at one time there was a

cultural Colleges for not doing more

chair of agricnclture at Toronto Uni¬

to solve marketing problems.

versity, part of the campus being laid

the matter of markets was an interna¬

out in experimental plots.

tional problem, the colleges could only

reminded

authorities decided to

Later the

obtain

another

Schools,

Dean

help in an indirect way.

Howes

Since

Their func¬

location for the Agricultural 'College.

tion was to teach farmers to produce

A site inspected at Mimico was rejected

the right things at the right time and

because the land was full of thistles

in the right manner.

and too near to Toronto, it being feared

Lecturers were sent out by the Al¬

that contact with the city would not

berta College, but a charge of $10 was

be good for the students.

made.

«/

This, observ¬

As well the college conducted a

ed Dean Howse, undoubtedly accounted

radio service, broadcasting

for our high moral standing.

Edmonton Journal Station every Mon¬

A modified form of matriculation en¬

day night.

to double its service.

cessary.

brief address

junior

matriculation

standing was generally required, spe¬

Howes

cial consideration was given

telephone

to

the

the

The college had been asked

trance to the Alberta College was ne¬
While

from

stated,
calls

over

After his first

the

radio,

Dean

he had received

three

ajid 53 letters telling

man of mature years or particular ex¬

him what the college might do to help

perience.

farmers.

Many were beginning to wonder, con¬

In inviting the O.A.C. men to visit

tinued the Dean, what constituted the

him at Edmonton, he stated that he

function of the Agricultural

College.

didn’t care nor had he yet fallen for

Some considered professional agricul¬

that foot and mouth disease called golf.

ture should be taught, while others be¬

However,

lieved the college should be a voca¬

them just the same.

tional school.

he would trv to

entertain

He asked those at the

After stating that he believed in such

banquet to give further consideration

alumni meetings, Hon.. John Martin re¬

to the question: “What is the function

marked that Toronto had proven the

of the Agricultural College?”

logical location for the Royal Winter

The departments of the Alberta Col¬

Fair.

While a common excuse for the

lege of Agriculture were organized on

low attendance at the O.A.C. was the

an experimental basis.

expense, the University of Toronto did

Not only was

research work vital to the people of the

not lack students.

Province, but to the teaching staff.

A

farmers been running down their own

definite soil survey had been made.

In

business.

Too long had many

A different kind of propa-

field husbandry they were beginning

gacla must be stressed.

to study the why of things.

curriculums

stance, what

For in¬

constituted winter

lead the

Our

school

young

people

and

away from the farm, which was differ¬

If such could be

ent to the influence of the Danish school

learned, we could in one year’s time
tell whether a certain variety was worth

system, which had greatly impressed
him.

keeping, instead of experimenting for

“One day, fifteen years ago, I was

drought hardiness?

a number of years.
After paying tribute

planting trees in front of my farm at
to

Alberta’s

Beamsville,” began Dr. G. C. Creelman.
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“That day eight wagons passed. On
Labor Uav, this year, 30,000 people
passed in cars.” Continuing, he said
that running water, the electric light
and other electrical devices were re¬
volutionizing farm life.
He was so
impressed with these things that he
could not get up in the morning for
dreaming about them. Nor could he
get over the radio. They had listened
to the football games and nearly cried
over the misplays. One week they had
heard Mackenzie King. The next week
they listened to Mr. Meighen deny
everything King said.
Moreover they
had listened to those speeches seated
comfortably with their pipes.
After
these remarks the doctor gave some
humorous reminiscences of college days,
and it mav
«/ be observed that he was in
great form. One point he brought out
was the reason why sophomores think
they own the college. First, they have
just moved up out of the freshman
year, so feel vastly superior to the new
crop of freshies.
Second, many of
them know that they are never going
any further than the second year.
In continuing from where Dr. Creelman left off, Prof. Graham stated that
all things had hot changed at the
college: Student labor was still 9 cents
an hour.
Besides “Alleribo!” yells were given
by ’13 and ’22. It is to be hoped that
other years redevelop some class spirit
by another year.
Mr. W. B. Roadhouse, Deputy Min¬
ister of Agriculture, chairmanned the
meeting in his usual good style.
At
the head table with him were the above
speakers, Hon. Nelson Monteith, Mr.
Craig, Deputy Minister of Agriculture
for Alberta, and J. A. Carroll, another
guest of Prof. Toole, of the United
States Seed Branch, Washington..
The following graduates and ex¬

177

students were present: J. P. Sackville,
T5, Prof, of Animal Husbandry, Uni¬
versity of Alberta, Edmonto. Alta.; A.
G. Beattie, ’23, Supt. of Agriculture,
Zaria, Nigeria, West Africa; A. S.
Harkness, ’87, fruit grower, Vineland
Station, Ont.; W. S. Van Every, 22,
Agr. Representative, St. Catharines,
Ont.; F. C. Patterson, T5, Agr. Repre¬
sentative, Port Hope, Ont.; N. J.
Thomas, ’23, Soil Surveys, Chemistry
Department, 0. A. C., Guelph. G. T.
Jackson, ’25, farming, Searboro, Ont.;
C. A. Alexander, ’23; nurseryman, Gor¬
don, Ont.; J. M. S. Mackay, ’23, Inspec¬
tor Seed Branch, Department of Agri¬
culture, Ottawa; J. B. Fairbairn, '05,
fruit grower, R. R. No. 1, Beamsville;
A. M. Porter, ’20, Registrar, O. A. C.,
Guelph; W. S. McMullen, ’22, Live
Stock Promoter, Dom. Live Stock
Branch, R. R. No. 1, Hamilton; W. J.
Strong, ’20, Hybradist, Vineland Sta¬
tion, Ont.; E. E. Wildman, ”22, buyer,
Harris Abattoir Co., Ltd., Toronto ; F.
W. Walsh, ’22, Dist. Sheep and Swine
Promoter, Dom. Live Stock Branch,
Box 964, Truro, N.S.; L. W. Pearsall,
’22, 98 Glenholme Ave., Toronto, Dom.
Live Stock Branch; H. J. Maybee, ’21,
Swine Grader, Dom. Live Stock Branch,
Union Stock ATards, Toronto; K. Crews,
'22. Prov. Fruit Branch, Brighton, Ont.;
J. G. Davidson, ’22, Supervisor, Poultry
Feeds, Maple Leaf Milling Co. Toronto;
C. M. Hogarth, Empire Life Insur¬
ance Co., 6 Hurndale Ave., Toronto;
C. J. Jenkins, ’13, Farmer’s Dairy Co.,
Ltd. (Milk Powder Plant), Sydenham,
Ont.; Charles Shiblev, ’ll. farming,
Harrowsmith, Ont.; P. M. Dewan, '22,
Oxford Farmer's Co-operative Co.,
Woodstock, Ont.; F. W. Presant, 23,
Vegetable Specialist, Horticulture De¬
partment, O.A.C., Guelph ; D. F. Adams,
'23. Physical Director, O.A.C , Guelph;
J. H. .Booth, ’23, Beekeeper, 264 Perth
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St., Brockville, Ont. ;R. E. White, 22,
Agr. Representative, Department of Ag¬
riculture, Chatham, Ont.; A. E. MacLaurin, T4, Sheep and Swine Division,
Dom. Live Stock Branch, Ottawa, Ont.;
VC. H. Tisdale, T3, Can. Co-op. Wool
(Growers, 217 Bay St., Toronto; M. S.
Nelies, ’22, farming, Grimsby, Ont.; C.
Rogers, T2, Rutherford, Acldo, Cape
Province, South Africa, farming; F. C.
Nun nick, TO, Chief, Div. of Extension
and Publicity, G.E.F., Ottawa; E. A.
Howes, Tl, Dean, Faculty of Agricul¬
ture, University of Alberta, Edmonton;
J. A. Carroll, T4, Asst. Supervisor, Agr.
Representatives, Dept, of Agr, Parlia¬
ment Buildings, Toronto; G. C. Creelman, ’88, farming, Beamsville, Ont.;
H. A. Craig, 06, Dept, of Agriculture,
Edmonton; E. Culp, T6, fruit grower,
Vineland Station, Out.; 0. J. Robb, T5,
Hort. Exp. Station, Vineiand Station,
Ont.; L. R. Martin, Tl, truck gardener,
Vineland Station, Ont. ;W. H. UpshalL
’23, Horticultural Investigator, Vineland Station, Ont ; J. R. Van Haarlem,
’23, Tender Fruit Hybridist, Vineland
Station, Ont.; W. P. Shorey, ’20,
Drainage Supervisor, Dundas, Ont.; C.
D. Jarvis, ’99, fruit grower, Grimsby,
Ont.; P. L. Fancher, T7, Mgr. Director,
Silerwoods Dairy, Ltd., Chatham, Ont.;
W. C. MeKillican, ’05, Dean, Manitoba
Agricultural College, Winnipeg, Man.;
F. N. Mareellus, ’05, Poultry Depart¬
ment, O.A.C., Guelph; W. M. Croskery,
T5, Agr. Representative, Uxbridge,
Ont.; J. A. Neilson, T5, Extension Hor¬
ticulturist, Vineland Station, Ont.; F.
C. Hart, Markets Branch, Dept, of
Agriculture, Parliament Buildings, To¬
ronto ; G. B. Hood, ’20, Canadian
Countryman Co., 204 Richmond St. W.,
Toronto; W. M. Chisholm, T6, James
Fisher Advertising Co., 384 Yonge St.,
Toronto; R. W. Wade, ’05, Chief, Live
Stock Branch, Department of Agricul¬

ture, Parliament Buildings, Toronto;
S. E. Todd, ’05, Sec.-Treas. Industrial
and Development, Council of Canadian
Meat Packers, 186 King St., W., To¬
ronto ; Nelson Monteith, ’90, farmer R.
R No. 2, Stratford; F. L. Smyth, ’95, 6
Golden Ave., Toronto, Insurance and
Steamship Agent; J. S. McGiifin, ’23,
Potato Inspector, Horticulture Dept.,
O.A.C., Guelph; J. B. Hoodless, ’05,
Dept, of Agricultural Economics, O.A.
C., Guelph; H. W. Clark, T7, farming,
Ballantrae, Ont.; J. E. Presant, ’ll,
farming, Blenheim, Ont.; D. C. Mc¬
Arthur, ’21, Journalist, care The Globe,
Toronto; W. H. Wright, T2, Dom. Seed
Branch G.P.O. Building, Adelaide St.
E., Toronto; G. E. Patton, ’22, Director
Ont. Prov. Motion Picture Bureau, 46
Richmond St. W., Toronto.; W. R.
Graham, ’94, Poultry Department, O.
A.C., Guelph.
The following is from the press re¬
lease from the University of Vermont
and State Agricultural Extension Ser¬
vice, under date of Oct. 10th.
Thomas H. Blow was a member of
Class' ’22.
Burlington, Vermont, Oct. 9, 1925.
The appointment of Thomas H. Blow,
as County Agent for Washington
County, Vermont, is announced by
Thomas Bradlee, Director of the Ag¬
ricultural Extension Service of the
University of Vermont, and State Ag¬
ricultural College.
This announce¬
ment was made following a conference
with C. W. Fitch, President of the
Washington County Farm Bureau As¬
sociation, which, in accordance with the
General Laws of Vermont, is the local
extension organization in Washington
County. Mr. Blow is a graduate of
the Ontario Agricultural College at
Guelph, has served as Assistant Agri¬
cultural Representatives in Wellington
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County, Ontario, and for two years has

he is now in his senior year.

been

one of the Alberta stock judging team

doing

extension

work

Dominion Department
at Ottawa.

of

for

the

Agriculture

which

visited

the

college

He was

during

the

He will take up his new

week of Nov. 9th, and took part in the

duties in about two weeks, succeeding

competition at the Royal Winter Fair,

E. H. Kelley, who resigned April 30th,

Toronto

to

third in a close competition.

go with the Dimock

poration.
J.

L.

Mr. Blow is a classmate of

MclDermid,

Orleans County,
Silcox,

Orchard Cor¬

County

for

Vermont, and W.

Instructor

University

Agent

of

in Dairying

Vermont

at

and

B.
the

State

Agricultural College.

J.

iS.

on Nov. 12, where they stood

Shoemaker,

’21,

has

recently

been appointed to the staff of the Hor¬
ticulture Department
periment
''V.

Station,

of the Ohio Ex¬

Wooster.

V. Longley, ’ll

is taking gradu¬

ate work in Agricultural Economics at
the University^ of Minnesota.

The

following

is

a

dress is 1254 Raymond Ave., St. Paul.

trans¬

He was formerly in charge of sales of

fer of ,S. L. Page, ’24, from Wentworth

certified seed for the Minnesota Potato

County to South Simcoe:

Growers’ Exchange.

Hamilton paper,

S.

L.

Page,

a

clipping

regarding

from

His ad¬

the

B.S.A., Assistant

Agri¬

F. Palmer, ’ll.

Frank is Superinten¬

cultural Representative for Wentworth

dent of the Vineland Experiment Sta¬

has been appointed Agricultural Rep¬

tion and at present is on an extended

resentative for North

trip to England.

Simcoe

County,
Mr. Page

P. M. Overholt, T8, is at present with

was born in York County, a farmer’s

the Dominion Seed Branch in Toronto.

son, and he left the farm to attend the

Until

Ontario Agricultural College.

with the Steele

with headquarters in Barrie.

uated in the

spring

of 1924.

September came’ here.
president of the
his final year.

He grad¬
and

in

Mr. Page was

Students’

Council in

Wentworth loses a live

about four

class

ago

he was

Briggs Seed Company

Gordon Powers
with

months

T5.

took his two

years

He is now in charge

of a Co-operative

Creamery at

Tam-

worth.

and his work here

J. R. Higgins, T9, is Poultry Promo¬

has been appreciated by the farmers.

ter in the Province of Alberta, under

He

the Dominion Live Stock Branch of the

wire in Mr.

was

Page

resident master

of the

three

months’ school last winter, and he has
been in charge of the activities of the
Wentworth

Cow

for some time.
“igrow

Testing

Association

Mr. Page managed the

alfalfa”

campaign

in

this

Department of Agriculture.
C. A. S.
Alberta,

Smith, Box

is

manager

of

4,

Lethbridge,

the

Egg

Poultry Marketing Service.
W. B. George,

’23, who has been on

county, the results of which are well

the staff of the Physics Dept.,

known.

has joined the Agricultural

work,

He is keenly interested in his

and North

Simcoe is .fortunate

in obtaining his services.
agriculturists,

while

Wentworth

regretting to

see

and

O.A.C.,

Repres’ve

service and is stationed in Walkerton
as Asst. Representative of Bruce Coun¬
ty.

His chief duty this winter will be

him leave, will join in wishing him suc¬

the supervising and management of a

cess in his new field of endeavor.

three months’ course in Agriculture and

K. Prior,

’25.

year with class

“Kin” took his first
’25, then later entered

the Alberta Agicultural College, where

Home Economics, which is being held
in Lucknow.
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UNFORGIVABLE
By

let nurse

M. 0. Sale

wash

Show.

her

neck!”—Passing

-o-

Flea Justice
Very daintily she tripped across the
room.
in

She looked strangely beautiful

the firelight

with

her

slim

girlish

I heard with a little stab of emotion
quick intake

saw me.

Upon their backs, to bite ’em;
And they in turn have lesser fleas
And so ad infinitum.

figure and her smooth golden hair.

the

The little fleas have lesser fleas

of breath when she

I buried my head in my news¬

paper and pretended not to notice.

But the lesser fleas have greater fleas
For them in turn to go on;
And

they

in

turn

have

greater

fleas

And greater still, and so on.

Thus I waited.

Crumbs of Comfort

After what seemed an eternity I felt
«y

her soft

arms seeking to

encircle my

neck.

“Mr.

Chairman,”

speaker,

stopping

complained

in his

address,

the
“I

Very firmly I put them away.

have been on my feet nearly ten min¬

“No, Pamela,” I said.

utes, but there is so much ribaldry and

“Yes, yes,’7 she pleaded “yes.”

interruption, I can hardly hear myself

She would have laid her head on my

speak.”

shoulder

then

if I

had

let her.

She

“Cheer up, guv’nor, ” came a voice

crept round behind me and tried to kiss

from

the bald patch on the top of my head.

much.''—Capper’s Weekly.

the

rear,

“you

ain’t

missin'

“Go away,” I said.

Faith in Advertising

There was an ominous sniff . Two big
tears

came into

her

eyes

and

rolled

slowly down her cheeks.

Dorothy had been praying for a baby
sister.

“Please.”

The

other

day

her

mother,

while reading the paper, exclaimed:

I hated myself for my brutality.

It

“I see Mrs. Smith has a little daugh¬

would have melted a heart of stone, I

ter.”

thought, to see how her shoulders shook

"How do */vou know that?” Dorothy
*/
inquired.

convulsively as she flung herself in des¬
peration on her knees.

“It says so, dear.”

“Won’t you kiss me?” she asked at
last, looking up at me piteously between
her sobs.
"No, Pamela,"

"Read it to me.”
Her mother read: “Born on March
2. to Mr. and Mrs. Smith—a daughter.”

I

in my determination

replied,
only

sustained

Dorothy thought a moment, and then

by a high

said: “I know what I’m going to do.

sense of duty, “no good-night kiss from
Daddy for a little girl who refuses

to

I’m

going to stop

advertising. ”

praying and begin
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Things Like That
(By Douglas

Mallocli)

Here is the road beside the brook,

Who even then beside me sat

And here the byway that we took,

And thought of me—and things like
that.

And here the log on which we sat
And talked of love and things like
that.

Well, you are back in your home
town;

Not ours;

ah, no.

Two students

wise,

I flunked; but now I’ve knuckled
down—

Not love we talked, but analyzed—

You’d be surprised the way I bat

The latest gossip in the frat,

In Greek and math, and things like
that.

Engagements, weddings, things like
that.

But now and then I take a book
The Tri-Delt girls, their Psi U
beaus—

And find the byway that we took,
And sit the very place we sat

We talked of love, but love like
those;

And think of eyes and things like
that.

Yes, there beside the lake we sat
And talked of rings and things like
that.

In other words, I’m doing fine,
And so I thought I’d drop a line,
To ask—wherever you are at—

For you were young, and I was poor.
Might even flunk;

I wasn’t sure—

That you would write—and things
like that.

And so I dared not come out flat
And talk of love and things like that.

For I’ll be out of here in June,
And I’ll be making money soon,

Yet even when I spoke of Bess,

And then I’m coming right out flat

I thought of someone, more or less,

And talk of love and things like that.

Ode to my Cravat
Some may long for the soothing
touch
Of lavender, cream and mauve,
But the ties I wear must possess the
glare
Of the red hot kitchen s+ovo.

0 some will say that a gent’s cravat
Should only be seen, not heard,
But I want a tie that will make me
cry,
And never their vision blurred.
I yearn, I long, for a tie so strong.

The books I read and the life I lead,

It will take two men to tie it,

Are sensible, sane and mild,

If such there be, just show it to me,

I hate top hats and I don’t wear

Whatever the price, I’ll buy it!

spats,
But I want my neckties wild!

Give me a wild tie, brother,
One with a lot of sins,

Give me a wild tie, brother,

A tie that will blaze in a hectic haze

One with a cosmic urge!

Down where the vest begins.

A tie that will swear and rip and
tear,
When it sees my old blue serge.
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Not
A

clergyman,

guests

at

a

farm life will wonder how Noah ever

Dangerous
who

was

beautiful

one

of

seashore

the

home,

got two pigs into the ark.
If

she

listens

in

respectful

silence

was asked to supply the pulpit on Sun¬

while he talks about himself, she has

day.

decided to let him pay the rent.

He had done so the year before,

during his visit, and the congregation

Just in Time

had been large.
On Sunday afternoon,

as he sat in

When the bell in the parsonage rang

his room, he heard two of the groom’s

the other evening the

talking as they returned to the stable

in his study and his wife was busy, so

after

Master Harold, aged seven, went to the

having

delivered

two

riding

door.

horses at the front door.
“I

don’t

know but

I’ll

go to

'ear

The New York Press says that

on opening it he found a couple

’im in the liafternoon service,” said one

dently from

of them.

and bashful.

“There ! I knew you’d come around,”

the

ment,

“He’s a well meaning man,

pastor at home?”

told

you,

I’ve

heard

him

twice,

and

country,

evi¬

both young

After looking at the boy for a mo¬

said the other, in a tone of approval.
and as I

clergyman was

the young man asked:

“Yes,” said Harold.

“Is the

“Do you want

to get married?”

what harm has it done me?”

“That's just what we’re here for,”

Another Match

replied the prospective bridegroom.

On the death of his first wife, says

“Well, come right in, then,” said the

the Boston Herald, a literary celebrity

boy, ushering them into the parlor.

of Massachusetts put up an elaborate

will tell papa, and mamma, too.

memorial to her on which was inscribed

will be awful glad to seeyou, for she

the sentiment, “The Light of my Life

gets all the marriage money.

has gone out.”

her tell pa this morning that she hoped

The late Bishop Wilmer, of Alabama,

some

folks

would

come

“I
She

I heard

soon

to

get

pointed out the ♦memorial to a friend,

married, ’cause she wants to buy a new

who read the words and then asked:

hat.”

--

Motorized Romance

“But he married again, didn’t he?”
“Yes,” replied the bishop, “he did.
You see, he struck another match.

He was a sport model.
She was a runabout.
Both

Our Own Short Story.

self-starters.

They ran into each other by accident.

“Your figures are wrong.

You’re

out ten millions.”

They

broke

the

speed limit

to

the

altar.

“Well, this is close enough for what
I’m using them for.

were

This is for a po¬

They garaged in a kitchenette apart¬
ment.—New York Telegram.

litical speech.”
“I haven’t got

the

face

to

His Line

meet

you,” said the girl.

Ardent

Wooer

Then she powdered her nose.

veller)—“My

They do say that a woman’s bonnet

darling,

adds to a man’s overhead expense.
Anybody who knows anything about

love

surpasses

(a

commercial

for

you,

anything

tra¬

Winnie
else

that

can be offered in that particular line.”
—London Opinion.

Vll.
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FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES. JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHLETES—

Do You Know ?

8

SOME OF THE TOPICS COVERED

I
I

Scientific Shortcuts in Effective Study.
Preparing for Examinations.
Writing Good Examinations.
Brain and Digestion in Relation to Study.
How to Take Lecture and Reading Notes.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Cramming.
The Athlete and His Studies.
Diet During Athletic Training.
How to Study Modern Languages.
How to Study Science, Literature, etc.
Why Go to College?
After College, What?
Developing Concentration and Efficiency,
etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.

I
|

I

1

|

1

1

The (Students’ Hand-Book of Practical Hints on the Technique of! Effective}
Study
by
WILLIAM ALLAN BROOKS
A GUIDE containing hundreds of practical hints and short cuts in the
economy of learning, to assist students in securing MAXIMUM SCHOLASTIC
RESULTS at a minimum cost of time, energy, and fatigue.
ESPECIALLY RECOMMENDED for overworked students and athletes
engaged in extra curriculum activities and for average and honor students who
are working for high scholastic achievement.

§

I

“ HOW TO STUDY

31

8
§

§

s

WHY YOU NEED THIS GUIDE
“It is safe to say that failure to
guide and direct study is the weak
point in the whole educational ma¬
chine.” Prof. G. M. Whipple, U. of
Michigan.
“The successful men in college do
not seem to he very happy. Most of
them, especially the athletes, are
overworked.”
Prof. H. S. Canby,
Yale.
“Misdirected labor, though hon¬
est and well intentioned may lead
to naught.
Among the most im¬
portant things for the student to
learn is how to study.
Without a
knowledge of this his labor may
be largely in vain.”
Prof. G. F.
Swain, M.I.T.
“To students who have never
learnt “How to Study,” work is very

often a chastisement, a flagellation,
and an insuperable obstacle to con¬
tentment.”
Prof. A.
Inglis, Har¬
vard.
“Academic psychology with its
highly productive resources gladly
owes to thes^ (students) the obliga¬
tion of giving all it can to make this
learning process easier, more plea¬
sant, and in all ways more produc¬
tive.”
G. V. N. Dearborn.
Based on well-established princi¬
ples, “HOW TO STUDY” will show
you how to avoid the misdirected
effort.
Get a good start and make this
year a highly successful one by send¬
ing for this handbook, guide, com¬
panion, and adviser, at once.

8

8

8
8

I

YOU NEED THIS INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE

CLIP —*AND MAIL
TO-DAY.

American Student Publishers,
22 West 43rd St., New York.
Gentlemen:
‘How to
Please send me a copy of
Study,” for which I enclose $1.00 cash;
$1.10 check.
Name .

I

Address

gjoeesosoesosoeessoossseesseseseoesisesssseseesc -sszvzrxszc.'ZG&scia’.8
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COLLEGE STUDENTS
Will find it a pleasure to Insure with the

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
HEAD OFFICE—MONTREAL
The Leading Life Assurance Company in the British Empire.

ASSETS
THREE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS

W. E. (“Bill”) H amilton
DISTRICT MANAGER
Guelph, Ontario

20 Douglas Street

A Question of Clothing

A Good Reason
Little Freddie had difficulty in understanding fractions.

His teacher ex¬

Mr. Jones was very fond of a kind
of

boiled

pudding

his

wife

made,

so

plained at great length that the frac¬
tional parts

of

a

whole

totalled

that

says

London Answers,

when

she

had

t

had

gone away for an afternoon and even¬

driven home the explanation, she asked

ing she promised that she would leave

Freddie whether he would rather have

one

whole.

When she thought

she

a whole apple or two halves, expecting
him to answer that the two halves were

of

his

favorite

puddings

in

the

saucepan, for his evening meal.
‘‘ Well, ’? she said, on her return, ‘ ‘ and

the same.
how did the pudding go down?”

He replied, “Two halves.”
“Why would

you

prefer

the

two

his lips at the recollection.

halves ?” she asked.
“Because then I could see if the apple

a

pudding

singing

lessons)—Ho

sponse of Mrs. Jones.

you think I might use my voice in pub¬

enjoyed it.

lic now?

cloth?”

Disheartened
pose
King

so.

You

goes by!

as

“Twas as

you have

ever

“That’s good,” was the gratified re¬

Her Singing
(taking

good

smacking

made.'”'

was had inside.

Girl

‘ ‘ Soo-preme ! ’ ’ said Tom,

Musician—Oh.
might

I

sup¬

cheer when the

For

a

“I’m glad you

What did you do with the

moment

surveyed her.

Mr.

Jones

solemnly

“What,” he said, “did

it have a cloth on ? ”
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A Complete Line

E

The Massey-Harris Line includes nearly everything in the way of
Farm implements, every unit of which is guaranteed to be up to
the well-known standard of quality for which the name “MasseyHarris” stands.
Seventy-eight years experience in good
implement building is back of every machine.

E
E

Tillage Machines
E
=
—

E

Plows
Disc Harrows
Spring-Tooth Harrows
Spike-Tooth Harrows
Harrow Carts
Cultivators
Scufflers
Land Rollers
Land Packers

Seeding Machines
Seeders
Grain Drills
Fertilizer Drills
Com Planters
Turnip Sowers
—

Hay-Making Machines
Mowers
Rakes
Tedders
Side Delivery Rakes
Hay Loaders

E
—

EE

Harvesting Machines

E

Grain Binders
Push Harvesters
Reapers
Com Harvesters

—

—

E

Vehicles

—

Wagons
Dump Carts
Sleighs
Dump Wagons

E
EE
E

General

ZZ

Manure Spreaders
Saw Outfits
Feed Cutters
Pulpers, Grinders
Ensilage Cutters
Cream Separators
Pump Jacks
Wheelbarrows
Potato Diggers
Sprayers
Gasoline and Kerosene
Engines

You can
Every Massey-Harris Agency is a Service Station.
always get duplicate parts for any Massey-Harris machine
no matter how long it has been in use.
E

—

MASSEY-HARRIS COMPANY, Limited

E

E
E
E
E
IZ

E
—

EE
—

~ !
*

i
EE

Established 1847—78 Years ago
EE

Toronto,
Saskatoon,

Winnipeg,
Brandon,
Montreal,
Moncton,
Swift Current,
Yorkton,
Calgary,

Regina,

—

Edmonton.

Agencies Everywhere
[niiuuirrrnT
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PERFECTION
)

'

"

To many people a diamond is just a diamond. This
isn’t so surprising, because one so seldom has an opportun¬
ity to compare the various grades side by side.
i

You need not be an expert to select a diamond at
Ryrie-Birks. Only one quality is stocked—the finest—and
our facilities for quantity buying assure you the utmost
value for the price.

Ryrie-Birks
J
LIMITED
Diamond Merchants - Goldsmiths

''Silversmiths

YONGE AND TEMPERANCE

,

TorontoCanada

PROUD OF OUR “A’s

>5

Who is not rightfully proud of the “A’s” that may appear on monthly or
semester report sheets?
Manufacturers, too, are justly proud of the “A’s” given them by exacting
buyers.
Dairymen in ever increasing numbers in all parts of this country unreservedly
give an “A” to

because of its efficiency, dependability and economy,
INDIAN IN CIRCLE

Surfaces washed with Wyandotte are greaselessly
clean, sweet smelling, and yet this distinctive clean¬
liness is achieved with no harm or injury to dairy
utensils. Wyandotte cleanliness is easily secured at a
reasonable cost.

WYANDOTTE CLEANS CLEAN
The J. B. Ford Co.

Sole Mnfrs.

Wyandotte, Mich.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements

ROBINSON’S
for MUSIC, BREAD, ROLLS, CAKES and PASTRY
Try Both at Your Next Social
Open for Engagements for Concerts, Skating Rinks, etc.
Prompt Deliveries
Phones 1217 and 1701W

Guelph, Ont.

Bulling the Market
Baron Moncheur, ihe Belgian Minis¬
ter at Washington, was riding recently
near the capitol, and asked a small boy
to hold hi,s horse while .he telephoned
to a suburban friend.
When he returned he found a small¬
er, but keener-looking youngster hold¬
ing the animal.
“Hello!” said he. “You are not the
boy I hired.”
“No,.sir,” said the boy, “but I spekilated. I give the other boy ten cents
fer his chance. ”
“What could I do after that?" asked
Please mention the U. A

the baron of a friend, later. “It was
bulling the market, but I had to give
him a quarter.”
Chemically inclined co-ed reading
Lab. sheet:
“Take aloquot part, etc., seeing she
has a. spare beaker, enquires at store
room thus:
“Say! Can I exchange this beaker
for an aloquot for this practicum.”
A new car is often called “a nice
little ’bus,” but a second-hand motor is
usuallv termed an incubus.
«/

C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Going Cheap

Presenting
for Autumn
and Winter

1925-1926
A Truly Aristocratic
Collection of
Women’s and Misses
Coats, Wraps,
Dinner Gowns,
Dance Frocks,
Party Dresses,
Afternoon and
Sport
Frocks
also the
Smartest
Costume Accessories
Garments that reflect a
dignified, refined personal¬
ity at prices shorn of ex¬
travagance
We cordially invite you to
view this comprehensive
collection of newer ideas
as approved by Dame
Fashion for 1925-26 with¬
out feeling the sligest obli¬
gation to purchase

FOSTER’
Guelph's Foremost Fashion Shop
Caterhig Exclusively to Women

“Darling/’ lie whispered, “will you
be mine?”
“Yes,” she whispered softly, causing
his heart to beat quickly with happi¬
ness.
“I am
“Do you
you were
why did
happy ? ’

not worthy of you,” he said.
know, I was dreadfully afraid
going to refuse me.. Tell me,
you design to make me so

“I intended to refuse you,” she an¬
swered, hesitatingly, “but—you know
my weakness. I never could resist a
bargain, and you looked so cheap to
me I simply couldn’t let you go.”

The Best of Care
A physician tells in the Newark Star
a story of a philanthropic doctor in a
Pennsylvania mining town who gave a
new thermometer to each family, with
the urgent advice to keep their houses
at a proper temperature.
When he was making his rounds one
day he saw his thermometer hanging in
the room. He asked the woman of the
household if she remembered his in¬
structions.
“Indeed, sir, I do,” was the response.
“I hang the thing right up there, and
I watch it carefullv to see that it does
not go too high.”
“ Good !” exclaimed the doctor. “And
what do you do when the temperature
rises above seventy degrees?”
“Why, sir,” answered the woman,
with the air of one faithful to a
trust, “when it gets too high, I take it
down and put it outside until it cools
off!”

Defined
Teacher: “What is a bigamist?
Boy: A man who makes the same mis¬
take twice, sir.
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Campus ChemistryProf. Hart: “What do you
about nitrates, Willie?”

know

Kelly: “They are both cheaper and
more romantic than day rates.”
The cross-word puzzle as a form of
amusement and cerebral
agitation
seems to
have given place to the com«
bination gym lock.—Omar the Boot¬
legger.
I try to pay the ladies fair
For all the grief they have to bear
For those who fail to pay respect
For all unjustified neglect
I’d give my life as valueless
To save a lady from distress.
My heart is true as tempered steel,
It will not bend, nor will it yield
In this—I’ll always try
To end a forlorn maiden’s sigh,
I’ll lend a hand and do my share
To try and pay the ladies fair
Once were my funds almighty low,
I tired of the radio,
And so I challenged fickle fate
And asked a lady for a date;
We took a taxi on the spree
The meter ticked right merrily
It ticked beyond the roll I had
Which as a roll wias mean and sad,
When finally we reached our quest
I didn’t take much interest..
I prayed for funds in silent prayer
To try and pay the lady’s FARE.

Give
Useful
GIFTS
This Christmas
No need to worry over your
Grift Problems. Our store is
stocked with a host of useful
Gifts that are truly acceptable
for Dad or Mother, Sister or
Brother. They’re inexpensive
too.
OUR STOCK INCLUDES:
Boudoir Slippers, All Colors, Kid or
Suede.
Boudoir Slippers, in Quality Satin.
All Wool Slippers, English Make.
“Kosy Korner” Slippers, All Styles.
Ladies’ Silk Hose.
Ladies’ Fancy Check Wool Hose.
Men’s Silk Hose, Plain or Fancy.
Men’s All Wool Hose, Plain or Fancy.
Hockey Shoes and C.C.M. Skates.
Goloshes for Ladies and Men.
Men’s Spats.

In fact everything found in a
first-class shoe store is on sale
here.

%
MAY WE SERVE YOU

Rastus: “Whassa mattah

Sam,

yo

look all ti’ed out?”
Sam: “Dese high cost o’livin’ times
slio am hard on muh to find miff work
for Mandv to keep us both alive.”
Times have changed. Now the corn
is in the cellar and the cider’s in the
shock.
Please mention the 0. A. C. REVIEW when

Agnew’s
BOOT SHOPS
22 Lower Wyndham Sttreet
15 Big Stores
answering Advertisements
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The Peacock

s.

CULL

Candy Shop
GUELPH’S

for
HOT DRINKS/ CANDIES AND
BEVERAGES
Where

GOOD
SHOP

CLOTHES

The Store With the New Front

Quality Counts

107 Wyndham Street
Guelph
Phone 888

35 Wyndham St.

Guelph

BROWN'S FINE CAKES

MacKENNA

Our Specialties

Beauty Parlor

WEDDING CAKES
BIRTHDAY CAKES
CREAM GOODS

Marceling and Shampooing,

Prompt Deliveries to all parts of City

Phone 2383

12 Wilson Street

Third Door from Bank of Commerce

Phone 1101

Face and Scalp Treatments,
Ladies Hair Cutting

EARLE FRID

THURSTON’S

Right opposite the Post Office, near
Royal Bank

NEW SHOE STORE

FRUITS,
MOVED TO

UPPER WYNDHAM

94 Quebec St., East

ST.

Phone 1121

FLOWERS AND
DESIGNS

FUNERAL

We Deliver Everywhere

Past the Post Office

ISTOVER

DALY’S

^ GOOD
Engines

Don’t

‘Right at the Post Office”

Experiment

Cheap

Chocolates, Developing, Printing
News, Stationery, Tobaccos,

with a

unsatisfactory

engine.

Get

a

Stover.

FOR CERTAIN, SATISFACTORY
SERVICE, j?? SAVE MONEY.
ALL SIZES Uto30 HP. wrht^fos
FREE CATALOGUE a FULL INFORMATION,

PIONEER EQUIPMENT C3

College Bred

WOOLWICH 5T
GUEwPH,. ONT.

,

"Papa," said the small son, “what
do they mean by college bred? Is it
different from any other kind of.
bread?’’
"My son," said the father, “it is a
four years’ loaf.”

YOU’RE WRITING HOME
Purchase that Stationery and Fountain
Pen from our distinctive lines.
For that
gift—select from our new books.

C. ANDERSON
Phone 256

Please mention- the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering- Advertisements
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Good Idlings to Eat

CUSTOM

Williams’ Royal Maid

Tailoring

BREA i

Means Perfect Fitting

Whole Wheat Bread
Cakes
Pastries
Chelsea and Cinnamon Rolls
Fancy Cakes for Parties and
Five O’Clock Teas
Imported and Domestic Fruits
Delicacies and Confectionery

Having your suit and overcoat tailorored by Keleher and Hendley’s means
that you will have an absolutely per¬
fect fit, in your own style preference,
and of fabrics woven by the finest
English and Scotch mills.
Right now is the time to select your
material while they are plentiful.

Fancy Novelties for the Holiday
Seasons

O'SQ 0

Catering and Wedding Cakes

Keleher & Hendley’s

a specialty

LIMITED

GEO. WILLIAMS

Model Merchant Tailors, Furnishers
and Furriers.

Phone 109

ESTABLISHED 1854

SMITH’S Furniture Store

SAVE MONEY ON

Phone 109

FURNITURE
CARPET SQUARES
OILCLOTHS
LINOLENMS
CONGOLEUM RUGS

RING BOOK SHEETS
Lettering of Club Bags, Office Sup¬
plies, Printing and Bookbinding

Lowest

Burnell Binding and Printing Co.

SMITH’S Furniture Store

Phone 1107
89 Quebec St.
Over Bank of Nova Scotia

FOR QUALITY AND RIGHT
PRICES

Programmes

MILTON'S
Meat Market

Letterheads and Envelopes, Cards,
Invitations, Menus, etc., artisti¬
cally designed and neatly
printed

Our

Brices Are Always the

TRY
OUR HOME-MADE SAUSAGE
Phone 631

26 Carden St.

Please mention the O. A.

Kelso Printing Co.
Fine Job Printers
TOVELL’S BLOCK
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Makers of -

“

The Chocolates That Are Different”

A bar of plain rich milk chocolate
that has achieved the highest sales
ever reached by any bar in Canada.

A new development of onr famous
Jersey. 31 ilk Bar—same, delicious
milk chocolates with tasty roasted
filbert nuts added.

Had Feathered His Nest
The gauge by which worldly pros¬
perity is measured is not always the
same. But it does not so much matter
what standard is used so long as it
shows accurately the amount of gain
or loss.
"I remember Bill Gassett as a shift¬
less young ne’er-do-well,” said a farm¬
er of Mr. Sands, revisiting his old home
ter 11am years’ absence, “but I hear
he left his widow quite a substantial
property. How did he manage it?”
“He made the choice of an excellent
wife, and she took him as the smartest
women often take the poorest speci¬
men of the men-folks,” said Mr. Sands,
thoughtfully, “and what's more, she
made something of him, and put some
gimp into him, and what all. Why, sir,

when he married her, all he had for a
mattress was an old make-shift, stuffed
with dried leaves, and when he died,
he had no less'n three mattresses stuf¬
fed with live-goose feathers. I guess
that tells the storv. ”
«/

It Wont be Necessary
Father: If you call on my daughter
again, I 'll shoot you!
Young Student: If I do, I sure hope
you will.

New Yell, by Jack Johnson, ’28
College! College! 0. A. C.
Farm bred; blue and red..
Fight! Fight! Keep your head!
Ripperty! Rapperty! One ! Two !
Three!
College! College! 0. A. C.
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Y our L au nd ry
Problem Solved!
When You let Us do Your
Work the Scientific Way

Note Our Facilities:
1.

Skilled and Experienced Workmen.

2.

Modern
Plant.

3.

Purest White Soap Used.

4.

Rain Soft Water Used.

5.

Prompt, Courteous Delivery Service.

Machinery

Used

Throughout Entire

THE LIFE OF YOUR CLOTHING IS PROLONG¬
ED AND YOUR CLOTHING BILL THUS
MATERIALLY REDUCED.
Start To-day—Give us a Trial.

WE MEND SOCKS AND REPLACE BUTTONS

Pearl Laundry
DYERS AND CLEANERS
51 MACDONNELL ST.

PHONE 1377

Please mention the O. A. 0. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Look? wliaf
* Separator skim a quart of rich cream from a can of
their skim-milk. They thought their old separator was
doing good work, but the new De Laval proved it wasn’t.
Satisfy yourself that you are not losing cream in this way.
Ask your De Laval Agent to bring out a new Do Laval
and try this simple test:
After separating with your oZd separator, wash
its bowl and tinware in the skim-milk. Hold
the skim-milk at normal room temperature
and run it through a new De Laval. Have the
cream thus recovered weighed and tested.
Then you can tell exactly if your old machine
is wasting cream, and what a new De Laval
will save.

Guaranteed to
shirs cleaner
The nev7 De Laval has
the wonderful “float¬
ing bowl”—the great¬
est separator improve¬
ment in 25 years. It
is guaranteed to skim
cleaner. It also runs
easier with milk going
through the bowl, and
lasts longer.

Send coupon be. Jr

The new De Laval is the best cream separator ever
made. It is the crowning achievement of 48 years of
cream separator manufacture.

The DeLaggd Milker
If you milk five or more cows, a De
Laval Milker will soon pay for itself.
More than 35,000 in
HSBHSh'y ] use giving wonderful
satisfaction. Send for
complete information.

See 1/bur
De Laval

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Shoes

Repaired

by the
GOODYEAR WELT SYSTEM

DENTIST
45 Wyndham Street
(Over Woolworths)
Telephone 897 - Residence 617W

D. Campbell

at

51 Quebec St.
PROMPT SERVICE

BROWN’S

BICYCLE

M. J. RUDELL, D.D.S., L.D.S

STORE

General Dental Practice and X Ray Work

For good Hockey Shoes and
Automobile Skates

Over Guelph Trust Co.

Concave Sharpened, Oil Finish, Gen¬
eral Repair Work.

49 CORK ST.

Corner Wyndham and Cork Streets

PHONE 363

Phones

Get your
SHOES AND SPORTING GOODS
repaired at
FO

5TOVFLS

52 CORK ST

G. P. BRITTON, D.D.S.

Office 16, Residence 147

Ross Hamilton Wing, D.D.S
E

(next door to Mr. Baulk’s Tobacco Store)
If We Please You, Tell Oothers

(Ewtral (Cafr
67 Wyndham Street

The Highest Class Cafe in the City

General Dental Practice
23 Lower Wyndham Street
(Over Savage’s Jewelry)
PHONE 1500
GUELPH, O

D. M. FOSTER, D.D.S., L.D.S.
Dental Surgeon
Over Dominion Bank
Entrance 60 Macdonnell Street
Phone 1410

STUDENTS’ BARBER SHOP
In Basement of Dining Hall
TOBACCO AND CIGARETTES
Save Time and Money

DR. L. R. GARVEY

* rm
All

Dentist
Opposite
Phone 1783

CITY

Capitol Theatre
Evening 7 to 8

BATTERY

SERVILt.

The Home of All Makes of Batteries
Also Electrical Repairs
Phone 1641F
169 Woolwich St.
HOWARD E. BOLTON, PROP.

HOWDEN HARDWARE CO.
Dealers in
General
Hardware, Paints,
Varnishes, Oils, Leads, Glass, Putty, Build¬
ers’ Supplies and Farmers’ Supplies. Stoves,
Graniteware, Tinware, and Kitchen Utensils
30-32 MACDONNELL STREET
PHONE 964
GUELPH, ONT.

» a Kep airing—
Accurate and
Dependable.

J. J. McTAGcJE
T irp

71 Wyndham

THE ROYAL CITY PRESS
Printers
53 MACDONALD STREET

PHONE 1414

SINGER S For Jewelry — Souv
Eversharp
Pencils,
Wate
Pens.
All kinds of Re]

W. G, Singer, - Jeweler (
Wellington Hotel Block

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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The Store Handy to► the
Street Car

I

Murphy & Cartledge
Betsy Brown Candies Fresh
Daily

John

Armstrong
Limited

DfTTgOODS

All the Popular Magazines
Next to Bond’s

Phone 2019

H. E. COSFORD
THE

Marshall’s Drug Store
Our every effort is dominated by
the one idea to serve yon conscientously and to yonr entire
satisfaction.

Marshall’s Drug Store
PHONE 1440

SHOEMAN
FIXE SHOES
DAXCIXG PUMPS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
GYMNASIUM SHOES
FOOTBALL BOOTS
37 Lower Wyndham Street

W. V. BAGG
PHONE 808

49 QUEBEC WEST

Save Your Eves

Cleaner & Presser-- Alterations

The man who Neglects his Eyesight, neg¬
lects happiness, health and learning cap¬
acity.
Have your Eyes Examined

Suits or Overcoats Pressed.$ .50
Monthly Contracts Per Month. 1.50
Agent
. SCOTLAND WOOLEN MILLS
SUIT — $25.00 — O’COAT
Made to Order
Represented by C. F. Griffenham

PHONE 1659-J

FLOWERS

Whatever
the
occasion
- you can best express your
pleasure or sympathy by “Saying it with
Flowers.”
We specialize in Artistic Floral ar¬
rangements.
Members of Florists’ Tele¬
graph Association, Flowers delivered any¬
where.
Phone 436
GILCHRIST’S

FLOWER

SHOFPE

Please mention the O. A. O. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Sporting Goods

Alex. Stewart, Chemist

At Club Eates
EUGBY, SOCCEB,
SPRINTING AND HOCKEY
See Us First
THE BIG SHOE STOEE

J. D. McArthur

XXI

Will Develop, Print and Finish,
your KODAK Pictures and
furnish you with fresh
films
Office and Main Store:
65 St. George’s Square
Branch:
10 Lower Wyndham Street

COLE BROS. & SCOTT

Developing

29 and 31 Wyndham St.

.

Headquarters for Men’s High Class
Ready-to-Wear Clothing and
Furnishings.

. AND.

Printing

Ordered Clothing a Specialty
also General Dry-Goods.

The Kind You’ll Appreciate

We carry a complete stock of
TOILET REQUISITES

THE PEOPLE’S STOEE
GUELPH

WING’S PHARMACY
RIGHT AT THE SQUARE

High Grade Printing

Srmtitfnhf’h
flfyarmarg

For Society and Social Functions
Artistic and Unique Designs
Commercial and Book Printers

The Wallace Printing Company
45-47 Cork Street

DRUGS AND TOILET ARTICLES

4 Doors North of Post Office
99

UPPER WYNDHAM

STREET

GUELPH

Dominion Cafe
98 Wyndham Street

LET US SHOW YOU OUR

Eversharp Pencils and
Waterman Pens

THE MOST UP-TO-DATE CAFE
AND BANQUET HALL IN THE
CITY.

We have a nice selection of these
from 75 cents to $10.00.

In Hamilton stop at the Devonshire
Cafe, corner James and Vine Streets.
Under the same management.

Watches,
Clocks,
Jewelry,
China,
Silverware and Glass
75 Quebec St.
Phone 1754J

SMITH & MAHONEY

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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For the Future
Bride
After she has made you happy
with one little word, make her
happy by choosing the cherish¬
ed token from our special dis¬
play of Engagement Rings.

$25 to $500

Savage & Co.
Leading Jewelers
GUELPH

High School Boards and Boards of Education
Are Authorized 'by Law to Establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL
and

ART SCHOOLS
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION
Day and Evening Classes may be conducted in accordance with the regula¬
tions issued by the Department of Education.
Theoretical and Practical Instruction is given in various trades.
and classes are under the direction of an Advisory Committee.

The schools

Commercial Subjects, Manual Training, Household Science and Agriculture
and Horticulture are provided for in the Courses of Study in Public, Separate,
Continuation and High
Departments.

Schools,

Collegiate

Institutes, Vocational

Schools and

Copies of the Regulations issued by the Minister of Education may be ob¬
tained from the Deputy Minister, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.
Toronto, December, 1921.
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Phone 527
THE HOME OF SUPERIOR MOTION PICTURES

Symphony Orchestra—Popular Prices
Evenings 8 o’clock

Matinee Daily 2.80

TWO SHOWS SATURDAY AND HOLIDAY EVENINGS
7 and 9 o’clock
Buy a Scrip Book.

Convenient and saves you money.

for admission in sixty different Theatres.
Books $4.50.

The
Dominion
Bank
Established 1871

Complete Banking Facilities
Manufacturers and business houses
carrying their accounts with the
Dominion Bank are assured of effi¬
cient service.
WE INVITE ACCOUNTS OF THE
STAFF AND STUDENTS

Savings Department
Interest allowed on deposits and
paid or added to accounts twice a
year.
A

GUELPH BRANCH
E. GIBSON, MANAGER

Good

$10.00 Books $8.50. $5.00

Two Phones—835—269.
Our Aim—Always Better Service

QUALITY
THE BEST
HARDWARE, CUTLERY
SPORTING GOODS

PENFOLD
Hardware Co.
The Red Front

100-8 Macdonnell St

Agency Deering and McCormack
Implements

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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A Gift that

Increases
in Value

W

HAT DID YOU GIVE LAST CHRISTMAS ?

Presentation
Covers are
provided for
Christmas
Gift Books

Toys for the kiddies—most of them broken by
now. “ Something useful ” for the grown-ups—now
worn out or forgotten. Cash to your employees—
appreciated but soon spent. Other presents—hurriedly
bought and perhaps ill-chosen. Are they remembered
now 7
Suppose this year yon give them each a Bank Book
containing an initial deposit, and urge them to add to
it regularly. Could anything be more suitable?
Add “ Royal Bank Pass Books” to your list
of Christmas Gifts.

«

The Royal Bank
of Canada

Guelph Branch—R.

L. Torrance, Manager.

The owner-driver was tinkering with
his little car when a tramp stepped
along the dusty highivay and paused
to watch. “How much can you do on
a gallon, sir?” he asked -presently.
“About thirty-three miles,” responded
the driver. “Gee!” said the wanderer
scornfully, “that’s nothing. I’ve often
done fifty on a pint.”

The young lady at Olympia was ques¬
tioning a salesman about the merits of
a smart two-seater. “Has it got every
modern improvement?” she inquired.
“Everything, madam,” he responded
gallantly; “the only thing it lacks is
a beautiful owner.” He sold it.

He Won
£

Pat O'Flaherty,

very palpably not

a prohibitionist, was arrested in Arizona
recently charged with selling liquor in
violation of the prohibition law.
f

• ’

# -

But Pat had an impregnable defence.
His counsel, in addressing the jury,
said:
“ Your honor, gentlemen of the jury,
look at the defendant.” A dramatic
pause, then: “Now, gentlemen of the
jury, do you honestly think that if the
defendant had a quart of whiskey he
would sell it?”
The verdict reached in one minute,
was,“Not guilty.”

THE O. A. C. REVIEW

Guelph and Ontario
Investment and
Savings Society

3 h%
allowed on deposits
Subject to cheque withdrawal.

--

IT: j

PRECISION AND PERFECTION
We examine eyes with the proper
scientific knowledge and the most
modern facilities. We examine exact¬
ly into your vision-requirements. Here
you find relief from imperfect eye¬
sight.

A. D. SAVAGE, Optometrist

The faculty and students of the
O. A. C. and Macdonald Institute are
cordially invited to make use of the
services of our Savings Department.

Office:

Corner Wyndham and Cork
Streets, Guelph

Geo. D.' Forbes,
Presdent

J. M. Pui chle,
Manager

Savage Building, Guelph.
Phone 1091W.

The Power to
Please Popular
Taste !
THERE’S ONLY ONE WAY TO
GAIN PUBLIC FAVOR. THAT
IS TO DESERVE IT. EVERY¬
BODY LIKES

Our Candy
It is good to eat because the
ingredients are wholesome.

$. 3u iUimpentiy
TAILOR AND PRESSER

Men’s Suits made to measure

$

Contracts, $1.50
4 Suits
54 Cork St.

THE KANDY KITCHEN

24.00

Stovel’s Block
Phone 400

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Hales' Meat Market
Opposite MacDonalds

Phones 239, 649

“WHERE GOOD MEATS ABOUND”

COOKED MEATS “POULTRY

and the Choicest of Fresh Meats
Free Delivery to the College and College Heights twice daily.
Our Goods and Our Service do Satisfy.

JACKSON

BROS.

Lower Wyndham Street

Guelph, Ont.

OUR PRICES THE LOWEST
For the Quality We Give.
OUR GROCERIES AND FRUIT ALWAYS THE BEST
THE LONG STORE WITH THE SHORT PRICES

y

s

The O’Keefes
Artistic Photographers

Dominion Bank Building
Your friends will appreciate
the gift that only you can give

—

YOUR PHOTOGRAPH

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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18 lower wyndham street

TOILETS CANDY STATIONERY
PA TENTS
FRENCH IVORY

KODAKS
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

SPECIAL THIS MONTH

Hercules Self-Filling Fountain Pen
14 Kt. Gold Nibs $1.00.

Indian Points

GUELPH’S THEATRE BEAUTIFUL
CAPITOL ENTERTAINMENT DE LUXE

Playing only ithe Best in
STAGE and SCREEN
. ENTERTAINMEN7
Every Evening at 8 o’clock
Matinees Wednesdays, Saturdays and Holidays at 2.30
PRICES 23c AND 33c.

PLUS TAX

Buy a Scrip Book and save money. $5 Books $4.50; $10 Books $8.50

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Your

Christmas Gift
It might be in the way of a piece of 1847 Rogers Plate, or Wm,
Rogers Silver Plate—or any of the following:

Snow Shoes, Skis,

Toboggans, Skates, Sporting Goods,

Tool

Meccano,

Sets,

Pry’s

Oven Glass, Brass Goods, Automobile Gloves.

SEE OUR WINDOWS FOR SUGGESTIONS

The Bond Hardware Co. Limited
“We Have Wliat You Want”
Phone 1012

Phone 1012

Kelly’
For Music and
M usical Instruments
A Few Students Specials
A Splendid Ukuele.$ 2.98
Hawaiian Guitar.$15.00
Tenor Banjo.$25.00
Ukuele Banjo .$ 8.50

Strings

Parts

Repairs

KELLY’S
MUSIC STORE
33 Wyndham Street
Victor Records
The Bell Piano

Nordheimer Piano

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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THE
ACID
TEST
of a suit of clothes or an over¬
coat is in the degree of satis¬
faction and the length of ser¬
vice which they afford.
Our clothing is designed
and made with the idea of
making permanent customers
of all who buy here.

We want to sell you a Suit or Overcoat you’ll like a month
hence better than the day you bought it.
SUPER-VALUES IN
SUITS.$24.50 to $37 50
OVERCOATS.$19.95 and $23.85
The latter two instances, splendid examples of our new
Super-Value Buying Policy.

D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Limited
Guelph’s Leading and Largest Store
Lower Wyndham St.

Men’s Branch Store, Upper Wyndham St.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Unlike the Printer of Old

W

PRINTING
PUBLISHING
BOOKBINDING

HILE in our printing- we adopt
the painstaking care of the old
master craftsman, unlike him
we are not handicapped by antiquated
methods.
Again unlike the old fashioned printer,
who confined his efforts solely to print¬
ing, we plan your campaign, create,
illustrate and execute your work.

THE GUMMER PRESS
GUMMER BUILDING

PHONE 872

GUELPH

Give Your Hens A Square Deal, Feed

Chick Food,

More Eggs

Growing Mash,

and

Scratch Food,
WESTERN

Better Birds
CANADA

Laying Mash,
Fattening Mash,
Pigeon Food,

FLOUR MILLS COMPANY,
TORONTO, ONT.

LIMITED

V,
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Gu *lph Business Directory
(Continued)
Dry Goods & La lies’ Wear—
D. E. Macdonald & Bros.. Ltd.
Cole Bros. & Scott
Foster’s
John Armstrong

Laundry—
Pearl Laundry

Magazines and Newspapers—
Daly’s
Murphy & Cartledge

Druggists—
Marshall’s
Alex. Stewart
Broadfoot
Liggett’s
H. L. Wing

Musical Instruments, Music, Etc.—
C. W. Kelly & Son.
Machinery—
Pioneer Equipment

Opticians and Optometrists—
Florists—
James Gilchrist
Miss E. S. Marriott
Earle Frid

Geo. Pringle
A. D. Savage

Photographers—
The Kennedy Studio
O’Keefe Studio

Fruits—
Jackson Bros.
Geo. Williams
Earle Frid

Printing—
The Gummer Press
Roval City Press
Wallace Printing Co.
Kelso Printing Co.

Groceries—
Jackson Bros.
Geo. Williams

Radio Sets—
C. W. Kelly & Son.

Hair-Dressing Parlors—
Mrs. F. MacKenna

Shoe Repairing—
J: D. McArthur

Hardware—
The Bond Hardware Co.
Howden Hardware Co.
Penfold Hardware Co.

Campbell’s Shoe Repair Shop
Geo. Stovel’s

Tailors—
Keleher & Hendley
.’

Insurance—
W. E. (Bill) Hamilton
Sun Life

Theatres—

f

Castle
Regent

Tobacco Shops—
Jewellers—
Savage & Co.
Smith & Mahoney
J. J. McTague
W. G. Singer
Lumber—
Guelph Lumber Co.

Murphy & Cartledge
Daly’s

! '

Meat Markets—
Hales’ Meat Market
Milton’s Meat Market

Fur" ture—
Smith’s Furniture Store

Short Courses in Agriculture
at Ontario Agricultural
College, 1926
STOCK AND SEED JUDGING—
Two Weeks—January 12th, January 23rd.
POULTRY RAISING—
Four Weeks—-January 12th, February 6th,
BEEKEEPING—
,
(a)
Two Weeks—January 12th, January 23rd.
(b)
One Week—May 17th. May 21st.
NAGE AND DRAINAGE SURVEYING—
TwoWeeks—January 12th, January 2.3rd.
HORTICULTURAL COURSES—
(a)
Floriculture and Landscape Gardening—January 25th.
February 6th.
ib>
Fruit and Vegetable Growing—February 8th, Februarv
2 6th.
DAIRY COURSES—
(a)

Course for Factory Cheese and Buttermakers—January
4th, March 19th.
ib i
Cow-Testing—.January 11th, January 22nd.
(c)
Farm Dairy—January 2 5th, February 5th.
(d)
Factory Milk and Cream Testing, including Factory
Management and Accounts—Februarv 8th, Februarv
19th.
<ei
Condensed and Powdered Milk-—February 22nd. March
5 th.
1 r >
Market Milk, including Mechanical Refrigeration —
March 8th, March 19th.
(g)
Ice Cream, including Mechanical Refrigeration—March
22nd,'April 2nd.
1 hCreamery and Cream Grading Course, together with
Cheesemaking and Mechanical Refrigeration—-March
2 3rd, March 25th,
'

*

FARM POWER, including tractors, gasoline engines, etc.—Two Weeks—January 2 6th, February 6th.

^he College Can Serve You Well
Sixteen large buildings are used for lecture and laboratory practice.
Large farms and barns.
Full farm equipment.
Fine herds and
flocks.
Large orchards, gardens arid campus.
Large and well equipped
dormitories, dining hall and ^gymnasium.
A staff of sixty-five
professors, lecturers and demonstrators.
if interested ask for Short Course Calendar.

J.

B. REYNOLDS, M. A.,
President.

A. 31. PORTER, B. S. A.,

Registrar.

